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Tappan Workers Reject Contract
GRADUATE AT MURRAY STATE Among the 473 candidates receiving degrees Aug. 1 at Murray State University were
these Murrayans. From the left, they are: Leah Fulton Hart, who received a bachelor of science degree in rehabilitation
and graduated with honors; Mrs. Mary S. Ryan, who receiVed a master's degree in education; Katie S. Blalock, who
graduated with honors and received a bachelor of science degree in social work; Mrs. Patricia W. Seiber, who received a
master's degree in guidance; Deborah Cathey, who received a bachelor of science degree in journalism and radio-
television; and Grady Franklin Cook, who received a specialist in college teaching degree. Shown congratulating them on
the right is Dr. Robert McGaughey, chairman of the Department of journalism and Radio-Television at Murray State.
Terrorists Continue To Hold
Hostages; Await Place To Land
KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia ( AP) —
Five armed Japanese Red Army
terrorists, still holding. the 1.1..& consul and
14 other hostages, waited at the airport
today to fly to another country. Difficulties
developed in finding a country willing to
take therm.
The Japanese Foreign Ministry said in
Tokyo it was making efforts to obtain
Libya's permission for the terrorists to
land there but that Libya had so far ex-
pressed reluctance. It said Japan was also
asking Cuba, Syria and South Yemen.


















A Calloway County man, Robert Gerald
Thompson, was seriously injured in a one
vehicle accident this morning about 12:30
a.m. on Highway 641 S. near Midway.
Thompson, driving a pick-up truck,
apparently lost control of the truck as he
came around a curve near the Gould Oil
Co. The truck slammed into a utility pole,
pinning Thompson in the cab.
Mercy Ambulance attendants were
ted that Libya had granted permission for '
the terrorists to land, said snags had
developed over such things as whether the
terrorists coutit -tatty 'weapons on the
flight and the size of the crew. There were
reports the terrorists wanted to limit the
crew to six, and the crew wanted 11. The
crew reportedly objected to weapons.
The Japan Air Lines DC8 which the
Cloudy and Mild
Partly cloudy and mild this afternoon,
fair and cool tonight. High this afternoon in
the low 80s, low tonight in the low 60s.' Par-
tly cloudy and mild Thursday, high again
in the low 80s. Continued partly cloudy and
mild Friday.
Winds northeasterly near 10 miles per
hour this afternoon, diminishing tonight.
Mostly cloudy, hot and humid through
Saturday, with a chance of showers and
thundershowers.
Outlook for Sunday, partly cloudy, hot
and humid, with a chance of thun-
dershowers.
assisted by the Murray Fire Department
and the Jaws of Life in freeing Thompson
from the wreckage. The accident was
investigated by officers from the Hazel
Police Department and the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department.
Thompson was treated at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital and later
transferred to Lourdes Hospital in
Paducah where he Is listed in critical
condition in the cardiac care unit.
terrorists and their captives boarded
earlier today remained on the ground at
the airport 14 miles from downtown Kuala
Lumpur.
A government spokesman said two
Malaysian officials would make the flight
as hostages — Randi Omar, parlia-
mentary secretary to the communications
ministry, and Osman Cassim, secretary-
general of the home ministry.
It was not clear how the remaining 15
hostages would be removed from the plane
or whether the terrorists would try to take
them along.
Civil aviation officials said the DC8 can
carry 20,000 gallons of fuel and it should be
sufficient to fly to Libya.
Work Completed
On Hazel Center
The county's CETA work crew, under
the direction of Charles McKenney, has
completed its work on the renovation of the
old school cafeteria building in Hazel in-
cluding the painting of the exterior and
interior.
The plumbing installation has been
completed and a new water and sewer
system installed under the direction of
Noble Simmons.
The building will become the new Hazel
Community Center and will be available
for use by civic, social, fraternal and
church organizations in the area.
A volunteer "clean-up" crew, consisting
of men and women of the sponsoring
groups, will complete the refurbishing of
the building.
It is expected that dedication and formal
opening of the center will be announced in
the near future.
Official Says Police Writing More
Tickets; No Danger Of Losing Funds
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A state
police official says troopers are writing
more speeding tickets this year than last,
so Kentucky is in no danger of losing
federal highway money.
State Police U. Col. James H. Mayes
told the interim legislative committee on
highways and traffic safety Tuesday the
inarease in tickets shows Kentucky is en-
forcing the law.
Another official said last week Kentucky
might not be able to certify it is enforcing
the 55 m.p.h. speed limit because the
average speed here has risen to 60-65
m.p.h.
A state that does not certify it is en-
forcing the law by Jan. 1 could be denied
Alllederal highway money, which amoun-
ts to nearly $93 million for Kentucky tlijs
year.
Mayes acknowledged Tuesday truckers'
use ot citizen band radios .to stacri etch
other of police patrols makes it harder to
catch -them.
And since truckers "set the ;peed" on
the highway, .the average speed ,of all
vehicles has increased, Mayes said.
The committee decided to ask the U.S.
Department of Transportation whether the
state could do anything to regulate the use
of citizen band radios.
State Rep. Gross Lindsay, D-Henderson,
said any law to try to do that would be
unenforceable.
Department of 'Justice figures show
state troopers issued 77,205 speeding
tickets through Aug. 3 this year, compared
with 57,805 for that period in 1974 and 61.230
for all of 1973. No separate figure for
truckers was available.
In other business, the committee voted 7-
4 to prefile, with the recommendation it be
passed, a bill to require legislative ap-
proval before any new toll road bonds
could be isstied.
Now, the Turnpike Authority has sole
authority to issue such bonds. It is con-
trolled by the governor, who is its chair-
man and appoints two of the 'other four
members.
The only opposition to the bill stemmed
from a comment by Rep. Mitchell
Denham, D-Maysville, that. "My section is
the only one in the state without a toil
road.. and this would eliminate them from
now oh."
Denham said a toll road — or preferably.
a freeway - should be built from Ashland
to Newport and Covington.
Voting with him were Reps. Hoover.
Dawahare, D-Whitesburg; Denver
Knuckles, RMiddlesboro, and David Van
Horn, D-Lexington. They all are members
of the so-called "mountain caucus," which
wielded considerable power at times in the
1974 general assembly.
Lindsay, whose subcommittee drafted
the bill, said any governor who wanted 4)
build a tall,road could get the legislature's
approval but his bill would assure it would'
be discussINI publicly first. -
The rommittee also approved for
prefiling. With the recommendation that 0
pass, a bill allowing cities getting State
road fund money to use it for sidewalks as
well as streets.
A Tappan Company proposal for a new
three-year contract with Local 1068 of the
United Auto Workers was rejected by the
anion membership in a vote taken Tuesday
af ternoon.
The vOte to reject the contract, which a
anion official termed a "big majority,"
impgs 325 against accepting the contract and
favoring the new proposal from the
ny, a total of 502-ballots cast.. _
!,. Union president Franklin Rushing said
t the next step for the union would be to
, wait on the company."
'*We're ready to go the bargaining table
to iron out our differences," Rushing said.
David W. Dickson, General Manager of
The Tappan Company's Murray operation
said he was "disappointed that the em-
ployees have seen fit to turn the package
down for the second time. However, we
must still compete in the market place and
cannot be restricted because of lack of
product from the Murray Plant."
"We will take whatever steps are
necessary to protect our customers during
this period. Including, if necessary, the
moving of parts and equipment from this
_Plant," Dickson added.
Tappan has previously said that if the
union does not ratify the present contract
proposal prior to 6:30 p. m. August 6
( tonight) that the company will withdraw
all proposals from the bargaining table.
"If they withdraw, we'll withdraw,"
Rushing said. "If they want to bargain,
we're ready."
Union workers have been on strike at the
local plant since June 23 balloting was
revealed by Rushing yesterday. He said
the first company contract offer was
defeated by a vote of 243 to 236 at the June
23 meeting.
Federal mediator Walter Baer said,
following a negotiating session July 25,
that he could "only forsee many more
weeks or months of continuing strike" if
the union did not ratify the company's
current contract proposal.
No immediatt plans have been made for
furthell negotiating meetings with the,
Local 1068. The meetings will continue to
be under the direction of Baer who is from
the Federal Mediation Service located in
Nashville.
Increase In Consumer Credit
Points To Renewed Confidence
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Federal
IreSVR, e alfifeesitys PonerierinwWweaseskooe
their indebtedness in June by the largest
amount in nine months, a sign that may
mean renewed confidence in the economy.
Total consumer credit increased $545
million - a second consecutive monthly ad-
vance to $186.1 billion, the Fed said
Tuesday. Consumer credit had declined in
six of the seven rriohthsorevious to May's
$72 million rise.
The increase reflected greater con-
sumer willingness — apparently inspired
by income tax rebates and other programs
to speed economic recovery — to commit
future earnings to spending on costly
items.
The rise in indebtedness was spread
=et malor categories, the Fed rep
or-
tatigest-increassn'were in personal
loans and the category that covers con-
sumer goods other than automobiles.
Borrowing to buy new cars increased $24
million during the month, although total
indebtedness in that category remained
$714 million below where it was a year ago.
Meanwhile, July statistics for new car
sales released in Detroit Tuesday projec-
ted a mixed picture. Figures put domestic
car sales at an 11-year low while gas-
efficient imports posted a 30 per cent gain
Murray Mayor John E. Scott has
proclaimed the week August 10-16 as
''Better Water for Murray Week" in
connection with a nationwide observance.
The mayor has issued the following
proclamation:
"Better Water for Americans Week"
marks a period of giving special thanks
throughout the nation for the water we
drink, its abundance, its purity, its safety.
It is a week for paying tribute to those
dedicated, tireless men and women who
have made our water supplies the best in
the world.
"Whereas, our health, comfort and
standard of living depend on an abundant
over last year and captured a record share
Although U.S.-built car sales were off 8
per cent from last year's July levels, they
dropped only 1 per cent below the totals for
June, when sales traditionally slump 9 per
cent. June sales were the highest for
American cars since last October.
But Armco Steel Corp., the nation's fifth
largest producer, announced price in-
creases for carbon steel sheet and strip
products that it said will add $34 to the cost
of steel used in medium-sized automobiles.
—The ainiduncementiPorn Armco's-Mid.'
dletovm, Ohio, headquarters, said the in-
creases, 'effective Aug. 20, will average
about 9 per cent.
The firm cited a 20.5' per cent rise in
costs as the cause of the price hike, which
it said was juslified because of "a virtual
price freeze" mandated by the Council on
Wage AM Price Stability last December.
Ford Signing Extension
Of Voting Rights Measure
WASHINGTON ( AP) — President Ford
is signing a seven-year extension of the
Voting Rights Act, the landmark civil
rights legislation credited with dramatic
increases in black political participation
since being enacted in 1965.
Without Ford's signature, the law would
expire at midnight today.
The 1965 law attacked electoral
discrimination against blacks in seven
Southern states. The extension broadens
the coverage to areas in 24 states where
more than 5 per cent of voting-age residen-
ts are Mexican-American, Alaskan
supply of safe, high quality water: and
"Whereas, the problems of water supply
are many, and growing more complex;
and
-Whereas, with increasing pollution,
population, and demand for water, more
and better facilities and more and better
trained men are essential,
'Now, therefore, I, John E. Scott, Mayor
of the City of Murray, do hereby proclaim
the Week of August 10-16: Better Water
For Murray Week, and ask that all citizens
join with me in paying tribute to the
tireless, dedicated men and women of our
community water system, and urge that
we lend them all possible aid so that the
future water needs of our city will be met."
natives, American Indians or of Asian
ancestry.
Included are certain voting districts et
New York CIty; Texas, and parts of
California and Colorado.
The extension also includes the original
act's nationwide ban on literacy tests.
The measure requires federal pre-
clearance of voting district changes and
permits federal registration and election
examiners to go into areas that are
covered to check records and voting
procedures.
It also bans for 10 years English-only
elections in states and political sub-
divisions in which more than 5 per cent of
voting-age citizens are members of any
single language majority. 
Under this provision, a city might be
required to print three ballots — in
English. Spanish and Chinese, or perhaps
another language.
The House had voted a 10-year extension
of the 1965 bill, but agreed to the Senate's
seven-year version without going to a
time-consuming conference as Congress
began its August recess last week.
The Senate last month also rejected a
Southern-led effort aimed at expanding the
coverage of the law to all 50 states.
President Ford made a last-minute appeal
for such coverage.
Opponents said that the proposal would
"gut" the 1965 law that had facilitated the
registration of thousands of black voters in
the South.
Ford earlier had supported a five-year
extension of the original bill.
CRU.OWAY MAPRETTES-- The maiorettetter-Calloway-fourity -High School have been sele0e4 for the-coming year,
They ate, left to right, Vanessa Stbne, Kim Smith. TafTiMy..9verby, Gina Gentry, Theresa Dover, Kathy Harding and Amy
Kids Decry Parents'
Undemocratic System
By Abigail Van Buren
by Ct•ieego Trleyne MOM Synti Inc.
DEAR ABBY: We are supposed to be living under a
democratic system, right? Well, what kind of justice is there
when the mother and father of a family can do anything
they want, including things they tell their kids they can't
do, but nobody can say a word to them about it?
We have to hang up our clothes or we get docked, but I
notice their clothes aren't always hung up. We are told to
keep Quiet while an adult is talking, but both my parents
interrupt other people while they're talking. Is that fair?
They are constantly correcting us about how we eat and
the grammar we use, but just let us correct THEM, and sire
get a fat lip.
So what are kids supposed to do?
NO DEMOCRACY
DEAR NO: Kids are supposed to do what their parents
tell them to do— unless it is dishonest, harmful to others or
a violation of law. I wish more parents realized that the
most effective teacher • child can have is the example set for
him by his parents.
DEAR ABBY: I have two very pretty daughters I'll call
"Lucy" and "Ann." Lucy is 24 and Ann is 17. Lucy is
married and has a small child. The child was hospitalized
recently, so during that time, Lucy stayed at the hospital
with him.
I just found out that when Ann was at the hospital to
visit, her brother-in-law took her home. When they t here,
toza&491•41, ee-ite-nams- in end eviatizereenke
of her.her. She pulled away from him and ran into the
bathroom and locked the door and stayed there until he
left.
Nobody knows this except Ann and me. If I told my
husband, he'd kill his son-in-law.
Should I tell Lucy what a terrible man her husband is? I
don't think he should get off free like that. Or should I tell
my son-in-law that I am wise to him and that if he ever pulls
that stunt again, I'll tell Lucy? I can hardly look him in the
face.
DISGUSTED
DEAR DISGUSTED: Don't tell Lucy, and don't
mention it to her husband. But do tell Ann to let you know
if her brother-in-law ever gets out of line again. THEN,
lower the boom on the bum.
DEAR ABBY: You passed over the problem of sweaty
palms much too casually. Its a serious handicap. My
husband had that condition (it's called " hyperhydrosis" ) for
over 25 years. He recalled that in the second grade, other
dda would .say, "Qet your clammy. hands off me!"
In today's society, a man's handshake is analyzed. A
clammy hand is supposed to mean its owner is sneaky or
insecure. My husband's hands weren't merely clammy;
perspiration literally ran off them! When he had to shake
hands, he did so unwillingly after drying them on his
handkerchief or trousers.
Last year, Dr. Donald F. Dohn, a neurosurgeon at the
Cleveland Clinic who performs surgery on the sympathetic
nerves to the hands (exclusively), successfully operated on
my husband, and now his hands' are bone dry. Only those
who suffer from hyperhydrosis can appreciate his relief.
Perhaps this letter will give hope to others who were told
that their condition was hopeless. Sign us...
GRATEFUL IN ANCHQRAGE
DEAR GRATEFUL: And _I am grateful _•• yo • for
informing Me that ex-c-essIve investing is not • curse that one
must simply accept and learn to live with. Dermatologists
have also been successful with yet another approach.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Hate to write letters? Send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for AU Occasions." Please enclose a
long, self-addressed, stamped (2(k) envelope.
FLOWERS . . . FLOWERS . . . FLOW-
ERS . . . DELICATELY BLOOMING EV-
ERYWHERE. Combined with new SPRIN-
KLERS, MISTERS, CACHEPOTS, SALT &
PEPPERS — plus NEW DINNERWARE at
a price that will amaze you.
A field of VIOLETS is spread over NOS-
TALGIC whiteware . .. super best sellers
are planters with saucers and pitcher/bowl
sets. The _charm of YESTERDAY is now!
HERBS . . . HERBS . . . HERBS . . . con-
tinue to be one of the real BIGGIES in
the industry. You can buy herbs in a wide
range of PLANTERS, MUGS, SPRINKLER/
TOOL SETS, ASHTRAYS, VASES, 'GIN-
GER JARS, RAMEKINS, TEASETS, PITC-H-
ERS.
WHAT INFLATION? Check the LOW
LOW prices on our MUGS, PLANTERS,
SOUP MUGS, Tt!NNKARDS.an.d_the whole
fine for that matter.
ASK ANY:
ONE. Come see us . . you'll be HAPPY
you did.
We look forward to seeing you.
‘44%14 ut.toirrby
\BEADS — CODS
Turquoise, Coral, Ligu,d Silver, Sterling S•e,
e Fetishes Serni•Precious, Porcelain, Stone-
-are, ',Dry, Bone, Horn, Abalone, MOP...
Chevrons, Flowers. Prune°, Wood, Carved
. 0hvewo 
and mud,, 
n...hs. Bits.:a 0, r.eT.raders, African,
Amber. 





10 e.m. to 6 put.
Setertisi 10....




Open 7:45 Starts 8:15
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and great-grandchildren of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie
Atkins gathered Sunday, July 6,
at the Murray City Park for
their annual reunion.
A bountiful and delicious pot
luck dinner was enjoyed at the
noon hour.
Those attending were Mr. and
Mrs. P. F. Driver, Mr. and Mrs.
Perry Driver and April, Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmie Driver and Sandra
and Adella, Mr. and Mrs. Mike
Driver and Mr. and Mrs. Don
Joyce and Gary of Paducah;
Mr. and Mrs. Rodger Lee Bucy,
Angela and David of
Gainesville, Ga.; Mr. and Mrs.
Ed Miller, Jr. and Debbie, Mrs.
Gerald Gallimore and Sherrie,
and Mr. and Mrs. Joe Thomp-
son and Denise of Hazel; Mr.
and Mrs. Ted Broach, Mrs.
Freda Summers, Misty and
Kimmi, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Gallimore, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Paschall, Mrs. Irma
Bucy, Mr. and Mrs. Billy Bucy
and Billy, Mr. and Mrs. Max
Dale, J. T. Dale, Mr. and Mrs.
rtickie Hughes, and Mr. and




Woodrow Miller of Hardin has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Larry Warren of Murray
Route Four has been a patient4, 
at the Western Baptist HogitaL
•
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Mrs. Margaret Winchester of
Murray has been dismissed
,from the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
Linda Ellen Watson Is
Married To Dennis L.
Miller At Club House
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Lynn Miller
-ItYarTai-YeanSifrCTu
House was the scene of the
summer wedding of Miss Linda
Ellen Watson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Gene Watson of Lynn
Grove, and Dennis Lynn Miller,
son of 'Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
Miller of Cedar Grove, Tenn.
George Edwin Miller, brother
of the groom, performed the
douole ring ceremony at five
o'clock in the afternoon as the
wedding party stood before the
stone fireplace accented with a
mantel arrangement of yellow
snapdragons and roses, mint
green carnations and white
carnations and mums flanked
by floor candelabra with yellow
accent candles.
Dan McDanier, pianist,
presented a program of nuptial
music and played the
traditional wedding marches
for the processional and the
recessional.
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted by her
father, wore a floor length
bridal gown designed with an
empire bodice with a gently
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centecl, the bodice, cuffs, and
skirt of the dress. Her head-
piece was floor length, camelot
style. She wore an antique
brooch which formerly
belonged to her grandmother,
Mary Arnett.
She carried a bouquet of mint
green, yellow, and white car-
nations, mums, daisies, and
baby's breath, centered with a
yellow glamellia.
Mrs. Ann Watson, sister-in-
law of the bride, was matron of
honor. She wore a yellow crepe
floor length dress, fashioned in
an a-line style with full length
sleeves. Her attire was ac-
cented at the oval neckline with
white late entwined with HE'S
bon.
The matron of honor carried a
straw basket filled with yellow,
mint green, and white car-
nations, daisies, and baby's
breath.
Wayne Miller, brother of the
groom, served as best man.
David Watson, brother of the
bride, and Joe Pritchard, cousin
of the groom, served as can-
dlelighters and ushers. Men of
the wedding party wore dark
dress suits with white
boutonnieres.
The bride's mother wore a
mint green dress with jacket
and beige accessories. Mrs.
Miller, mother of the groom,
was attired in a mint green
white paisley street length
jacket dress and white ac-
cessories. Their corsages were
of yellow glamellias.
Live In Texas
Following the ceremony the
couple left for Denton, Texas,
where they are residing.
The bride received her
Bachelor's degree at Murray
State University and her
Master's degree at the
University of Tennessee,
Knoxville, and is now a lecturer
of home economics at North
Texas State University, Denton.
The groom received his
Bachelor's degree at the
University of Tennessee,
Knoxville, and is employed as a
_,.mechanical engineer at Rock-
well International Collins Radio




The Murray Shrine Club held
Its regular monthly social
dinner meeting at the Triangle
Inn on Saturday, August 2, at
6:30 p. m.
Those attending were Messrs
and, Mesdames Don Robinson,
Phil Crihfield, Dan Rodden,
Milton Jones, John L. Williams,
Charles M. Baker, Norman
Klapp, Jack Norwine, Woodrow
Dunn, Wilson Hewstone, Edsel
Beale and daughter, R. C.
Jones, Freed Cotham and
guests, their son-in-law and
W4. —daughter,- Mrs and Mrs. gob
• Pope argiinsiis, iiiiii-Stacey- and
their guest, Jerry Baxter, and
Kenneth Jackson and their








POISON In Area Are Petients Hospitek
By Mrs. R. D. Key
July 22, MS
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt and
children, Ginger and Guy, left
Wednesday to return to their
home in Nashville, Term., after
being here the past week with
the Glynn Orr family. They left
on Thursday for a vacation in
Florida.
Guy Wyatt attended church
services at Siani Baptist Church
Sunday with Mitch Sykes.
Mrs. Denial Paschall is a
patient in the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr and
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt and
Ginger attended church at
Birds Creek last Sunday.
Mrs. Dempsey Morris and son
of Detroit, Mich., Mrs. Robert
Lee Owen, and Mrs. Eddie
Kennedy and children visited
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key
Thursday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Van-
dyke visited Milford Orr in the
Nashville Hospital Saturday.
He is slowly improving.
Mrs. Tom Wilson, Mrs. R. D.
Key, and Mrs. Douglas Van-
dyke visited Mrs. Ella Morris
Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris
and Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key
visited the Glynn Orr's and Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Wyatt last
Tuesday afternoon.
Bro. and Mrs. Glynn Orr and
sons and Mr. and Mrs. Maburn
Key visited Mrs. Ella Morris
Sunday afternoon.
Mrs;Bertie Jenkins is staying
with Terry Lee Orr while his
parents are in Nashville, Term,
TeliStf NreiniirTs
visiting Mrs. Holice Grooms
this week and attending revival
services at North Fork Baptist
I home center.
whar•
everydav of th• year
Church.
Bro. and Mrs. Glynn Orr,
Rickie and Bryan, recently
spent the weekend with Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Wyatt of Nashville,
and attended the First Baptist
Church services on Sunday to
hear a message by Dr. H. F.
Paschall.
Mr. and Mrs. L C. Tarkington
visited Mr. and Mrs. Enloe
Tarkington Sunday.
Bro. and Mrs. Jerry Lee left
July 21 for Shelbyville, Term.,
where Bro. Lee will hold a
revival.
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
and Mitch and Miss Linda
Hayes joined Bro. and Mrs.
Jerry Lee for supper Saturday
night.
Mrs. Nina Holley and Louise
were in Paris, Tenn., Tuesday.
Mrs. Ovie Wilson and son,
Clerris, attended the Bivens
reunion at Paris Landing State
Park Sunday afternoon.
Michelle and Jennifer Jarrett, daughters of Mr. and Mrs.
Odell Jarrett of the New Concord vicinity, have read a total
of over 700 books during the past two months. They are
shown choosing more reading material after participating in
the Summer Reading Club Contest sponsored by the
Calloway County Public library each summer. The girls will
receive a Reading Achievement Certificate.
-
Chiropractic Center
is open for patients









Bath Regularly 1.99 ea.
Wash Cloth reg 89' 
Hand Towel reg. 1.29 
A
B
Accent Jacquard Tow& in camel, blue, pooch,
pineapple, and willow green Looped terry
thick 'n thirsty for super absorbency
Angelique Jacquard design in ci fringed towel
A•sollabl• in Bronze, Avocado, Pink,
Slue /Whit*
Michell big print sheared towel Floral print on




Terrific assortment of famous quantity national brand
fabrics. A variety of prints, top and bottom weights. )
They're sure to fit right in with your sewing needs and
fashion flare.
FASHIONABLE
BUDGET SOLIDS "Andover" 100% cotton solids in
white, blue, pink, and green. Great value on these good for
home, vacation towels! Hand 87t Washcloeth. .57 Bath Size
Monique
fabrics
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Brunch Held At Lamplighter
Restaurant For Bride-elect
Mrs. Marshall Garland, Mrs.
Thomas Lovett, and Mrs. Tip
Miller were hostesses for a
delightfully planned brunch
held Saturday, July 26, at the
Lamplighter Restaurant in
honor of Miss Kathy Crider,
August 16th bride-elect of
George E. Long II of Benton.
The guests were seated at
small tables covered by paisley
cloths and lighted by red apple
candles. Each table was cen-
tered with a wicker basket of
marigolds and gallardia. The
place settings were of teak wood
Miller Pork Is
Scene, Reunion
The Alderdice family held a
reunion at Miller Park on the
Cuba Road, Mayfield, on July 6.
Due to the stormy weather,
some of the family members
were unable to attend. Those
present enjoyed a noon meal.
Members attending the
reunion included:
Cap Alderdice, Sedalia; Mr.
and Mrs. Elton Alderdice,
Akron, Ohio; Aubrey and
Bernice Howard; Bailie
Oldham, Hilda Cantrell, Horace
and Kathleen Alderdice, James
Alderdice; Ruth Alderdice;
Kathy Jo Golden, Smithland,
Mr. and Mrs. Duren McCall
Dukedom, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs.
Herman Jones, Murray; Mr.
and Mrs. Woodrow Alderdice
Marion; J. Cecil Alderdice,
Mayfield; Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
Schultz, Sedalia; Kenneth and





Shultz, Gwen and Jodie Griffith,
Ben Cantrell, Laurie and Julie
Cantrell of Nashville, Tenn.+
Billie and Jim Culliven, Paris
Tenn.; Bill Cullivan and Jim




The Gamma Gamma Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi held a steak
dinner at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Kenny Thomas on
Thursday, July 24, at 6:30p. m.
Red and white checked cloths
covered the tables which were
centered with beautiful candles.
Following the meal, the
guests enjoyed swimming in the
Thomas' pool.
Members and guests at-
tending were Martha Beale, Mr.
and Mrs. Tommy Brandon,
Beverly Brittain, Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry Conley, Mrs. Linda Fain,
Mr. and Mrs. Ronny Fox, Mr.
and Mrs. William Horton, Mr.
and Mrs. James Lichtenegger,
Mr. and Mrs. John Paul Nesbitt,
Mr. and Mrs. John Randolph,
Mr. and Mrs. Andy Rogers, Mr.
and Mrs. Larry Stubblefield,
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Vaughn, and
Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Thomas.
Special guests were Mr. and









service plates and goblets with
gold bamboo flatwear. In-
dividual favors of sugar wed-
ding bells and unique place
cards were added touch to the
festive affair.
A delicious fruit plate
followed by Spanish omelette
and a strawberry congealed
dessert were served to the
fourteen guests, the honoree,
and the hostesses.
The honoree chose to wear
from trousseau a white
sharkskin slack suit accented
by multi-colored trini. Corsages
of paper daisies were presented
by the hostesses to the honoree
and nther honored guests, her
mother, Mrs. Albert Crider, and
the groom-elect's step mother,
Mrs. Bob Long.
Miss Crider was also
presented a large wooden salad




Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will have
a family night dinner at the
Seven Seas Restaurant on
Thursday, August 7, at 6:30
p.m.
All Master Masons, their
families, and invited guests are






sport coatthits always been a
sound fashion investment, but
even more so in these days
of double digit inflation and
wardrobe economizing This
handsome Eagle Clothes de-
sign of Fortrel polyester and
wool features sensible tailor-
ing and classic styling that's
never out of date. It moves
easily from city to country,
from office to home, for all
sorts of occasions.
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Spaciaists at
the UK College of Agriculture
Thawing a stack of frozen
hamburger patties, chops or
steaks when you only need to
use a few of them sometimes
results in wasted food Meat
specialists at the UK College
of Agriculture recommend
putting two -layers of paper
between the different pieces
of meat before they are fro-
zen. This all9ws individual
pieces to be reWtovi:1 and the
remainder put back in the
freezer without thawing. Be
sure to use two layers of
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workshop, for ages 9 to 15,
Karen Boyd, instructor, will be
at Empire Farm, LBL, today
and tomorrow. Lantern walk
will start at Education Center,
LBL, at 8:30 p.m.
Flint Baptist Church Women
and Young Women, along with
other mission organizations,
will meet at the church at seven
p.m.
Spring Creek Baptist Young
Women will meet at seven p.m.
at the church.
Cherry Corner Baptist
Church Women, Young Women,
and Acteens will meet at the
church at seven p.m.
Thursday, August 7
Shower for Mr. and Mrs.
„David Jones and son, Chris,
whom home was destroyed by
fire, will be held at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Torn Wilson at
7:30 p. m.
Senior Citizens will meet at
Ellis Center at ten a. m. with a
sack lunch at noon.
Nature's Pantry, nature
walk, will start at Center
Station, Land Between the
Lakes, at 9:30 a. m.
Kirksey Baptist Church




Special program on "Com-
bating World Hunger" will be
held at the First Presbyterian
Church at 7 : 30 p. m., sponsored
by Church Women United.
Murray Lodge No. 105 F. 81 A.
M. Will have a family night
dinner at the Seven Seas
Restaurant at 6:30 p.m.
Women of Murray Moose
Lodge will meet at eight p. m. at
the lodge hall.
Calloway County Library
Board of Trustees will meet at
the library at seven p. m.
Friday, August 8
Shopping for Dexter Senior
Citizens will be at 9:30 a. m. and
for Murray Senior Citizens at
12:30 p. m,
Stream Stroll will start at
Jenny Ridge picnic area, LBL,
at two p. m.
BIG ONCE-A-YEAR Clean Up!!
One sof the. LPT.gestAeleations..4--Quality
Furniture at Greatly Reduced Prices
Memorial Baptist Church
WWI will hold its general
meeting at 7:30 p. m.
Fort Campbell Band will
present a program at the Paris
Landing State Park at eight p.
m.
Douglass homecoming will -
open at 6:30 p.m. with a bar-
becue and social hour at Win-
slow Cafeteria, Murray State
University.
Saturday, August 9
Events of the Douglass
homecoming will continue at
Winslow Cafeteria, Murray
State, starting at six p.m.
Old South Jubilee will be at
Hardin Community building
from ten a. m. to ten p. m.
Asbury Cemetery
homecoming will be held at the
cemetery.
Annual meeting will be held
at Bethel Cemetery.
Garland Home Scene Of Bridal
Teo To Honor Regina Lovett
Miss Regina Lovett, August
23rd bride-elect of Keith Bolder,
was complimented with a lovely
tea held at the home of Mrs.
Eurie Garland on South Ninth
Street on Sunday, July 2u.
The hostesses for the special
bridal occasion were Mesdames
Garland, J. W. Young, Delura
Hill, Myrtle Parker, J. W.
William, Jimmy Allbritten, and
Miss Sherry Smith.
For the event the honoree
chose to wear a floor length
green and white halter dress
with matching jacket. She and
her mother, Mrs. Thomas
Lovett, and mother-in-law to be,
Mrs. Harold Bohler of
Louisville, were presented
hostesses' gift corsages of red
roses.
The beautifully appointed tea
table was overlaid with a
Spanish imported Jabora cloth
and centered with an
arrangements of various shades
of roses ins silver wine cooler.
Crystal and silver ap-
pointments were used to serve
the fruit punch, fruit, pettit
fours, canapes, etc. Guests
were served in the den of the
home which was adorned with
arrangements of fresh flowers.
Sixty-five guests called
during the hours of three to five
p.m. Miss Amy Lovett and Miss
Rhonda Garland, sister and
cousin respectively of the




Mrs. Minnie Craig of Murray
has been dismissed from the




Open Thursday & Friday Nights TN 9:00
DINING ROOM
REG.
5-Pc. lessen pecan cane carved end teas and
six chairs, glass deer chine 799"
5-Pc. Stanley Aatieee white WM hies striping
caw heck choirs with blue velvet cover* 1,695"
1,499's
1,599"
i-Pc. American of Martinsville read pedestal
tole cams beck chars, gra deer lighted chine 1,595"
8-Pc. American of Meriinsville Antique yellow
oval weed top table, came chairs 1,595"
111-Pc. American of Mortinsvae inheres."' haw
I.. carved amigo, eerie chine 1,595"
8-Pc. Stem* acne &WIN pedestal oval table
• beick.chairs lighteti chine
11-ec, anerione ef Martinsalle aid sues....
bock chairs, lighted dime
8-Pc. American of Martinsville Antique' Mao
heads need to, end toile, tea bock dabs,
gold woke cotton
8-Pc. Said Malseelmay aserre Ara doe* laripe
slip..ood Ifilef 1,990°'
&Pa. ifistekas oak fad talk














1-A...4... of Martinsville tilt beck Waage clink
il. ottoman spice fatal cover 349" %
1-Nearedee Wave gibed print with tervease,
geld and Wawa 345" %
1-Fairfield Queen Aan wing red fiend tapestry 179" ih
14airfieid Claes* Chippendale wing, off white,
red & Ida plaid 179" ½
1-Fairfield wing black fiend tapestry 179" 'h 
2-Wing chairs, Moe, green A gelid print with
groom velvet beck 8- omits 259" i i
2•1Ie1ge stripe Menge chairs lase peen buck.
nab 229" ½
199"1-frroon door hose allow becks




1-1inerica Mertinsville bathe, & cane ac-
cent chair blab geld 220M ½
2-43111w ervatod velvet loang•cisairs 249" lh
24a1llald SO bah chairs, celery grime velvet,
OW* dalaled 149" 
1/2
I -Fairfield bales tweed lieraelos roan chair 159" ih
1-Gold stripe damask Mae lentested pillow back







This is only a partial
.-- , List...Many other-items_ 
not advertised!!
I MISCELLANEOUS I
Cernstry French Nghted cone with glass davies
Maple gm cabinet, six gem tack
Ant** Phte roll top desk
Sela oak flip tep her with lock
Saild oak soma, date top
Niserica et WirtiesvIlle creme gnu aerie
lasperted sesedleireed feed Oriental chat
Loge pecan cream's, slot* top
Imported Smack bask stock Nod table
hareem sorra, Fannies flip-top
Pia three atom. that, waged Woo
s•fid °terry gateleg Mae
Caositbe ONO sod lam, frortwail
Ilamary Mayers, Milkweed
&Apo rise rod mode
























1-FairfieW Mamie style wife, meth gold stripe
Nercelen
. ',Fairfield witted fiend sold & olive print
1-lawsea ono red 11. rave Merman tweed
1-Gop arm oreeteitoi beck raves fiord brews,
rest & bld
I-Two pr. black vistyl aim back with ad trim
1-Two pc aorsor soctiessal tie-as brews a Old
'sae,
14(osoblor goadoe mode leatieritillow one
1•Asnoricars of abortiorOe stripe gold I 'nee
Whideal boo
14ighback gram a geN stripe evil
1•Coa velvet Mae pawn beck tesede sae
1•PairfieN Chippendale blow, red, sod yid
terror,'
1-1trodier Imam blue I raid *waded lass
pilaw
1-14ertemat gald corawey loose ceskirres
-areoldor broom style Menai great ca
who





















3-Pc. Ilaceld sold maple deable dresser, Wet,
chest spindle bed 499"
3-Pc. American of AbartissmIlle spek, ell weed,
deer dress's', tam mirrors, doer chat, head-
board
3-Pc. said awry triple dresser. Rarer clod..
chest, cannon bell bed 699"
3-Pc. Aimball dark liatieme seeple triple Sees..
amid hod will fat claw se chest 799"
3-Pc. American of Martinmas NI wood U.S eak
triple dresser, twin mirrors, dew chat /1. head-
board 899"
4-Pc. ereidaiabogleatty triple dretwor large mirror
Ad camel door door, good size peed pea
66/ & Os staid Gm sompie 1,995"
3-Pc. Seedy sold mapie, triple dresser mirror,
ladder back bed with feet, chest se chest
4-Pc. distressed pipe triple dresser with mirror,
tweed low poet bed, chart ea chest and eito
steed 1,430'
4-Ps. tide .ask,sii nekeasey wipis
sWessler—IIIL
ea chest, drawer alto Wand 1,500"
3-pc. Sari aim, triple dresser whir &eta okra. .5rooms boil bed (seed or roe.) doer clout 999 
SOFA SLEEPERS 1

























bsatisso atom she Nose ailleir hack gran NW
brow paid with mattress 399"
Jainism' brew. & hetes piaN lase masa beck
gran she esearess 399"
Irmaisee red tweed Norodom ammo size mat
trim, iv* bed 399"
Nylon fiend arra weer & gad whit newness 449"
levesein sleeper, Were pieid Herniae twist
metres s 3•49"
Tignsears Imam she Weeper bag• velvet witt
mettrous 749"
Soper same Nal tared* style glove soft addle
toe wide mattress 599"
Clood eize sioopor wow, rid I brows We,
cola plaid with one paws, 599'
.h., des barb Frbrfed erne. !red
brow arid56..1 449"
399"uM 
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1 The probably of long, drawn-out, negotiating sessions between
,
...
... Tappan Company officials and
7 representatives of U. A. W. Local
1068 is upon us, and we shudder to
think of the effect a more
elongated shutdown of the local
Tappan plant will have on our
community.
The union's strike at the local
plant is now in its 44th day and
. indications are that since the
union failed Tuesday to ratify the
. company's latest contract
proposal, the strike will continue
• for many more weeks while
_ negotiators attempt to hammer
•• out a suitable compromise.
i Another alternative would be
; for Tappan's corporate heads to
4 close down the local plant en-
tirely, eliminating the need for
t future negotiations in Murray.
We hope neither of these
f` alternatives comes to fruition.
We direct our plea to those in
. command of both the labor faction
and management in this dispute.
Both sides, from what we have
--learned.; feet-anti:hey-me -.--in the--
right" The company feels it has
offered an acceptable contract yet
the union membership feels its
10 Years Ago
James Garrison, president of the Ryan
Milk Company, said the company has
purchased the assets of General Dairy
:C. Service of Mt. Vernon, Ind., which
: processes and markets special dairy
products, and said the entire operation will
be moved to Murray.
; Mrs. Helen McDaniel died August 4 at
Chicago, Ill. She was formerly Jrom
• Calloway County.
. Twenty-seven members and guests of
f—the New Concord Homemakers Club made
a bus trip on August 3. Their itinerary
• included Mammoth Cave National Park,
Abraham Lincoln's birthplace at
Hodgenville, and My Old Kentucky Home
and St. Joseph's Cathedral at Bardstown.
The Harrison family reunion was held at




Miss Rachel Rowland has resigned as
home demonstration agent of Calloway
County after serving in that position since
July 1940, to become Extension Clothing
Specialist With the University of Kentucky.
She was honored at the annual meeting of
the Calloway County Homemakers held at
Kenlake Hotel.
Election day in Calloway County arrived
this morning with the sun promising more
of the weather which has seen the mercury
in the high 90's for more than two weeks.
Approximately 7,500 are expected to vote •
in Calloway County.
City Street Superintendent Rob Huie
reported on paving of Murray city streets
at the meeting of the Murray City Council.
Henry Ward, Kentucky Commissioner of
Conservation, appeared in Murray
yesterday on a tour of the First
Congressional District which ended at
Paducah.
Credit For Combat
A government report on vio-
lence in schools gives the com-
mencement speaker a new am
proach. He can now congratulate
the graduate on surviving the
'combat of 7the classroom and
entering the comparative calm
of the outside world.
Bible Thought,1
HeusiiGod orour salvation,
for the glory of thy name: and
deliver us, and purge away our
sins, for_thy, name's sake. Psalm
79:9.
Not only take away our sins, but
also our desire to sin. Since we
alone cannot do this, we turn to
God.
request for contract changes are
also justified.
But both sides need to come
together immediately. The union
and the company needs to
negotiate in earnest in order to
bring a quick end to this strike.
We urge the leaders of both
groups to extend a friendly hand
and to begin work nowpward a
settlement.
A strike of many months will
have a tremendous effect on
every man, woman and child
living in this community. The
effect will not be limited just to
those workers who are on strike at
Tappan. An expedient settlement
would be in the best interest of the
company, the union and the





United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: CAPTIVE PEOPLES BETRAYED
As this column is written, news reports
tell of President Ford's trip to Finland to
attend the summit meeting winding up the
Conference on Security and Cooperation in
Europe. This is tragic, for the conference
will seal the fate of the captive nations of
Eastern Europe now under Soviet
domination.
The security pact gives the Soviet
regime what it has sought since the end of
World War II—official Western
recognition of the Eastern borders of
communism. The Wall Strett Journal,
hardly an alarmist publication, has
described the security agreement as "a
formal version of Yalta, without Yalta's
redeeming features." Mr. Ford, in other
words, will be present for the signing of a
pact that endorses and affirms the concept
of the Iron Curtain—the mentality behind
the Berlin Wall.
-Well, anyway they say the worst is`over!"
Today In History
Today is Wednesday, Aug. 6, the 218th
day of 1975. There are 147 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1945, the atomic bomb
was used for the first time in the U.S. bom-
bing of Hiroshima, Japan.
On this date:
In 1806, Napoleon Bonaparte ordered the
dissolution of the Holy Roman Empire.
In 1825, Bolivia gained indepen&ence
from Peru.
In 1914, the wife of President Woodow
Wilson died at the White House.
Also in 1914, the United States offered to
serve as peace mediator at the beginnng of
the World War I.
In 1940, the World War!! Battle of Africa
began as Italian forces invaded British
Somaliland.
In 1961, the Soviet Union's second
astronaut, Major Gherman Titov, was
HEARTLINE
HEARTLINE is a service for Senior
Citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions
and solve problems—fast. Write to
HEARTLINE, 8514 North Main St.,
Dayton, Ohio, 45415.
Heartline: Can you tell me a little about
your guide to Medicare publication? J. K.
Answer: Yes, it covers all aspects of the
Medicare program, including information
that you will not find in government
literature. It is in easy to understand,
question and answer form, like the
Heartline column, and it is in easy-to-read
large print. It sells for $1.50 per issue and
is unconditionally guaranteed. If not
satisfied when you receive it, send it back
to Heartline C. 0. D. and you will receive a
full refund .,This publication also points out
some of the problem areas of the Medicare
program.
Heartline: Is my retirement pension
launched into orbit around the earth.
,ear. tiger Item .1111 later au. 11,ek
Five years ago: The Soviet Union and
West Germany reached accord on a treaty
to foster peace in Europe.
One year ago: President Richard Nixon
told his Cabinet he would not resign but
would remain in office while the con-
stitutional impeachment process ran its
course.
--Today's birthdays: Comedienne Lucille
Etaltis 64. Actor Robert Mitchum is 58.
for today: Leave discontent
alone, and she will shut her mouth and let
you sing — James Whitcomb Riley, Ameri-
can poet, 1849-1916.
Bicentennial footnote: Two hundred
years ago today, General Philip Schuyler,
reported to President John Hancock of the
Continental Congress that sickness at
disabled one-fifth of his troops and asked
that a doctor be sent to Fort Ticonderoga
from Albany, N.Y.
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from my job taxable'? T. H.
Answer: Generally, if you do not con-
tribute to the cost of your employee pen-
sion or annuity, the amounts you receive
each year are fully taxable. If you are not
sure, check with your employer who offers
the pension.
Heartline: I am retired and receive
Social Security benefits. I also work part-
time for a company for some extra money,
but my employer is taking out Social
Security tax. Is this right? Should my
employer do this? Mrs. L. Y.
Answer: Yes, employers are-liable for
Social Security recipients.
Heartline: Why do most of these in-
surance agents who sell Medicare sup-
plements insist that if you don't take it
now, you can't take it because the
enrollment period will be over? The
enrollment period always seems to end the
day the agent knocks on my door. Mr. D.
N.
Answer: Many companies do have
 legitimate enrollment periods because the
\ agents travel large areas on schedule.
However, in many cases, this is a "come-
on" to get you to enroll right then, because
that agent wants or needs his commission
right (hen. It is difficult to ,know which 111
which. Do not buy unless you are sure. Pay
with a check, never cash. If it sounds like
something you need-orswant, go ahead and
.twkift. fmnosrstateglfflITIlli,rrefe are
state-laws that allow you to return Health
and Accident policies within 111 days after
it at-rives in the mail for a fullrefund
Many influential free world figures
urged President Ford not to attend the
Helsinki meeting or to approve the
agreement which permanently consigns
ancient European lands to the Soviet
empire. In the United States are millions
of relatives and descendants of Czechs,
Poles, Lithuanians, Latvians, Estonians,
Ukranians and other peoples who are truly
captive peoples of the Moscow regime.
The United States may not he in a
position at this time to help these peoples
regain their freedorp lost at the end of
World War II or during Soviet campaigns.
But the United States is certainly in a
position to refuse to give official en-
dorsement to their continued enslavement.
The great Russian writer, Alexander
Solzhenitsyn, who speaks for the people
who have opposed communism, recently
compared the European security con-
ference "with a mass grave for all the
countries of East Europe."
President Ford took bad advice in
agreeing to support the misnamed
security agreement. He heeded the
counsel of Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger, who apparently feels little
moral indignation towards the Soviet',
regime and who, earlier, advised Mr. Ford
reeekoze-lkir:. -Sobikenitoyn,--ew
authentic moral hero of our age.
Dr. Kissinger's diplomacy has been a
disaster for the United States, as
evidenced by the strategic arms
agreement and the Vietnam peace pact. In
both cases, communist powers signed
agreements and then proceeded to do as
they pleased.
A further important reason for opposing
the security agreement in Helsinki is that
the Soviets are at work undermining the
Western alliance. They are heavily in-
volved in Portugal, a NATO country,
where a small communist military cadre
is imposing a revolutionary regime on an
unwilling people. In Angola, the former
Portuguese province in Africa,
revolutionaries aligned with the com-
munists are in process of seizing control of
that country. But Dr. Kissinger pays scant
heed. He is opposed to doing anything that
will offend the sensibilities of the Kremlin
leaders.
Foreign policy is the province of the
Chief Executive. But Congress is not
without responsibilities in reflecting the
will of the American people. On other
occasions, Congress has passed joint
resolutions setting forth that will, defining
the limits of communist aggression and
specifying areas of American concern and
resistance.
Perhaps now is the time for Congress to
pass another such resolution, telling the
world that the American people do not give
their moral consent to Moscow's control
over captive peoples in Eastern Europe.
Letter To The Editor
Another View
Dear Editor:
Our attention has been called to the
editorial headed "From Underpaid to
Overpaid," recently reprinted by the
Murray Ledger & Times from the
Strasburg Northern Virginia Daily. This
editorial was a sharp critique of legislation
by the Congress and enacted by heavy
bipartisan majorities for the purpose of
enabling the Federal Government., to
establish a system which would enable—the
Government to both recruit and retain
competent personnel to carry on vital
public business.
Despite this legislation, however, and
contrary to the editorial's contentions,
Federal pay has lagged persistently all
across the board. In the upper grades, the
Government has experienced great dif-
ficulty in getting and keeping managerial,
professional, technical and other skilled
workers, a fact of which President Ford is,
acutely aware as other Presidents before
him have been. This has come about
through an unrealistic pay freeze. But at
all levels, pay adjustments lag far behind
the public sector because of ad-
ministrative and other hang-ups.
The editorial quotes a press release by
the "Tax Foundation," an organization
which the editorial describes as "non-
partisan." While it is probably correct to
ascribe nonpartisanship to that "Foun-
dation," the assumption that non-
partisanship makes its statements either
tar—unbiased 4._naict-aad
misleading. The "Tax Foundation" is
understood to be funded for the most part
by large corporate entities and it would be
fallacious to assume that the Foundation
does not in fact articulate the viewpoint of
special interests. Thus, we are not aware
that at any time has the Tax Foundation
supported much-needed Federal pay
adjustments or a broad range of services
sponsored by the Congress or the
Executive to serve the most profound
concerns of the average worker and his
family. To cite the Tax Foundation as an
authority which is "nonpartisan" is to
place about it a mantle of serene un-
concern regarding the special interests of
trfose corporations and individuals who
support its always predictable assaults
upon the public services and thos devoting
their lives to serving the whole people of
this country.
Claims that Federal employees have
impregnable job security simply per-
petuates an ancient myth, highly
cherished in some quarters where it is
repeated so often but without substantive
proof. As a matter of fact, between sharp
reductions-in-force, changes of mission,
politically-motivated transfers of function,
and the failure to fill urgently needed
positions — in VA hospitals as one example
of many that could be cited — Federal
workers have less job security than a
majority of private sector employees, and
certainly the millions covered by union
contracts.
Claims that benefits to employees in the
Federal sector outstrip those in private
enterprise do not stand up under careful
study. Quite apart from the profit sharing
and other plans which benefit private
sector workers and are lacking in the
Federal services, other fringe benefits in
the Federal service fall behind the private
sector, one more reason why despite high
unemployment generally, recruitment for
many Federal jobs remains a continuing
problem for Government personnel
managers.
In much of business and industry, for
example, the employer pays the full cost of
health insurance and retirement annuities
in addition to Social Security. In the
Federal service the worker pays a sub-
stantial proportion of the annual insurance
premiums and coverage is Inadequate.
Federal employees are not, as some would
gather from reading various articles,
beneficiaries of a non-contributory pension
system. Rather, they pay a substantial 742
per cent of their annual salaries toward
their own retirement and they do not have
Social Security coverage.
The President's pay advisors, including
a representative from big industry, have
emphasized that lagging Federal com-
pensation and fringe benefits represent a
regressive policy and are contrary to the
paramount public interest. Moreover,
these objective advisors have told the
President in strong terms that use of
Federal pay -as a fiscal device" is unwise
and unsound and a clear perversion of the
isic pay
Consistent and seemingly settled policy
to make whipping boys of American
citizens — including those in your cir-
culation area — serving the public in so
many tasks vital to the nation's defense
and well-being is indefensible on any
ground. It is, however, an invariably
predictable reflex. For reasons which will
be apparent to you and your readers, the
same sort of reflexive derogatory assault
now is being made against all journalists
— for the alleged derelictions of a very
few.
Since Federal employees who are up-
standing citizens in your area have
vigorously protested to us the tone and
content of the above-mentioned editorial,







1737 H Street, NW
Washington, D. C. 20006
Isn't It The Truth
There are three occasions in a man's life
when he is made to know that he is no
better than anybody else—when he files
his first income tax return, when his vote
goes to the loser, and when his face is first
slapped by a woman.
The Family Lawyer
Roadblock To Bankruptcy
As the aftermath of an auto
accident, a motorist is walloped by
a big verdict in the courtroom. it
is more money than he is insured
for, more money than he can pos-
sibly scrape together. Can he "get
out from under" by going into
bankruptcy?
Not necessrily. It depends or
how wrongfully he had be-
haved in bringing about the acci-
dent. The law says -That not even
bankruptcy will wipe out liability
for "wilful and malicious: injuries
inflicted upon others.
Consider an example:
A motorist, driving home drunk
from a party, ran down and killed
a pedestrian. Held legally liable,
he sought relief in bankruptcy.
But the evidence showed that I)
{
Let's Stay Well 
Automobile Exhausts And Health
his driving had been negligent, and
2) he had announced at the be-
ginning of the party that he fully
intended to get drunk-before head-
ing for home.
This deliberate disregard for
safety, said the court, put his con-
duct into the "wilful and mali-
cious" category and barred him
from getting relief in bankruptcy.
But in another case, the motor-
ist 114c1 caused a collision merely
by driving too fast through an in-
tersection. Finding him guilty of
nothing more than a momentary
lapse of attention, the court said
this could not be described as wil-
ful and malicious.
Result: the motorist was able to
escape a heavy burden of liability
by going into bankruptcy
Suppose that after a collision a
motorist gets into an argument.
loses his temper, and beats up the
other driver. If he is held liable
later for assault and battery, he
Would not be able to use the bank-
ruptcy way out.
An assault and battery, say the
courts, is the kind of intentional
wrongdoing that the Bankruptcy
Act was never intended to forgive
A public serviee feature of the
American Bar Assoriaticin and
the Kentucky Bar Association.
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.
within a few hundred feet of a
busy highway showed higher in-
cidence of lead poisoning than
those who lived farther away
from thehighway.
The catalytic converter also
reduces the hydrocarbons and
carbon monoxide in auto ex-
hausts to lower levels which are
I ess toxic and more tolerable.
Unfortunately, the converter
cannot remove sulfur, which is
the fuel and which appears-as ir-
ritating sulfur gases in the ex-
haust.
Already in an eqonomic
'free. This omission -of lead slump, the automobile . industry
removes it as an environment may soon be hit by additional
...-Pcdurktrl• lie.....gOvenimentak_mquirerninLs to
toxic, and chronic lead poisoning lower sulfur contaminants frdnA
is not a rare disease, especially the 'exhaust. Such regulations
in 'children. According to,.inay add to automobile costs and
published studias, children living to unemployment.
In spite of all government
efforts, automobile exhausts con-
tinue to pollute the atmosphere
and to constitute a health
hazard.
A Wall Street Journal editor
estimated that the average ad-
ded cost of making a car-to meet
the U.S. Environmental Protec-
tion Agency requirements is
f320. A significant part is the cost
of the catalytic.converter. which
was added to many of the IgiS,
models. • ,
The catalytic converter re-
quires that the gasoline belead-
Most of the sulfur can be
removed from gasoline by re-
quiring processes that are
known but at added cost of 10 to
15 per cent to the high price of
gasoline.
Air contamination, especially
in congested urban areas,- can be
accomplished. by fewer and
smaller automobiles to reduce
the amount of gasoline Which is
burned and by the expansion of
public transportation to haul
• passengers with im fuel. These
pressures may encourage the
development of electric automo-
biles. which pcoduce no con-
taminating exhaust
Q: Mr... . wants to know how
;IonfLapersen has to rernarh con-
nected to an artificial kidney to
clear his blood--of waste prod'
BLASINGAME
ucts.
A: A person whose kidneys
are nonfunctioning has to he on
the machine about 4 or 5 hours to
remove the accumulated Waste
products. More kidneys are
needed for transplants to-free
victims of the need of such regu-
lar, expersive renal dialysis.
Q: Mrs. E. N. wants to know
whether legal abortions are
more common among unmar
.ried women.
According to a recent re-
port of a study of the National
Academy of Sciences, about 25
.cer-cent. °Line ..wanen obtainuUt
abortions were married In other
-words: unmarried women out 0
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We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities
We Accept U. S. Government Food Stamps
Pikes Good Thursday,






7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
6 Days A Week
With $7.50 Order or More
Limit 2 doz. at this price please
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thought I'd be playing catch goal in NFL history was 66
with Pele." yards."
Pele posed with a football, -I've heard about your in-
dribbled it with his feet and juries," said Pele. "I've had
bounced it off his head. Nam- enough of them," said Namath.
ath played with'a soccer ball. "I've been playing for 19
Has Pele ever thought of years and I've never had a
kicking field goals in the NFL? serious problem," said Pele.
"I have never tried," he said. "God bless you," said Namath.
-How far do you have to kick Soon it was over, Namath
the ball?" wandering off_ to practice with
"It varies. Some guys kick the Jets and Pele departing
farther than others," said Nam- 'with the cosmetics people.
ath. "I think the longest field Another day, another dollar.
Bill Walton Unleashes
More Attacks On System
By ALEX SACHARE .. FBI offered Mr. Scott $100,000
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - Bill
Walton sat on the floor beside
the dais and listened attentively
to his friends, Jack and Micki




He nodded in agreement as
they spoke, sometimes applaud-
ing a particularly emphatic
statement, sometimes laughing
at questions from the assem-
bled news media which struck
Garrison, Burt Coleman
this case'?"'Walton asked in his ihim as espcially naive. 11.50-Bill Cates, Jake Pliny, John
Walton, an activist as much soft voi4. "Check out the Floyd, 
Frsuik James„
unter,
, as a basketball player, was in banks, the- corporate execu- mrsisitalnrsv,Tr7ir riutceisBo:ii, sthut' jack
In Title Game New York to attend a news tives. Check out thetfolks here Fille-Roberit( Brown, Earl Stramb, V.. conierence called by the Scotts today and back in Oregon. 1217-R3goer jic r.D k, Tommy Carroll,
Alan Gibbs will get the mound to discuss their decision not to Check out Jack and Micki, and Gingles Wallis, Dick Orr,
John Williams Dave Stiles, Leon
assignment tonight at Paducah cooperate with a federal grand compare them to the others I Il2:uc1t, Bob Mobley, '
as the Murray Pony League All- jury in Harrisburg, Pa., in- mentioned. Maybe you'll be 12:35-Bill Myrick, Thomas 
Smith, Bill
Stars try to become the State vestigating the disappearance able to draw better conclusions Mille1,2:44,nirrimNewty drE:l.m, erson, Carl Herdon,
Champions. of Patricia Hearst about what's coming down in Reed &otter& Walter Brewster,
12:53-Darrell Trevis, Ron Parker,
i Murray is undefeated in the "I'm here as a friend of these this country." Larry Wilkins, Ray Travis„
; 
tourney,-having wen 4-0 and 34' ,people;" said Walton, the 6-foot- , 
on, Bill Bafrd.
1 -02-Lary Johnson, FM Azar, Ke
. contests in previous play. The id center of the Portland T 
Jackson Traded Sla ughtrail i• 11-Jerry- Jones, Bill Farr, Hero
tournament was due to have Blazers of the National Basket- '
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP) - Brown, Ken Miller,
been completed Sunday but the ball Association. "I want you 
Rusty Jackson, a punter-place sta1201g -garNksytrAhtile.c r, William Vance. Te4
king
043 *Paw 0.• Toe
caused some problems, people are facing. It's obvious 
men, has been traded to the 8 00-Pete Hulse, Boo Scott, Harold
In the 6 p. m. contest tonight, to me that these folks have 
Birmingham Vulcans of the 
Hopper, Bobby:Liz
8:09-Bill T ton, Rex Kluesnee,
Mayfield will play Paducah been lied to over a major por- tt: 18-LaM rry rit.obinsC°on, 1371;ba Mc.
World Football League, the Thomas
American. The winner of that tion of their lives, and so have 
Vulcans announced. Common, Bruce Scott, Don Silvestn,
contest will play Murray at 8 p. you. 
Jackson, a rookie from Loin- 8:27-Mike Baker, Red Jr Howe. Ron-
nie Ross, Oatman Farley,
m. If Murray wins that 8 p. m. -Look at your dress, the way 
siana State University, was ac- . 8:36-L. D Miller, James thuguid,
game, the tourney is over, you live, the way you deal with quired by the Vulcans for a Thomas Jones, Ford Greer.8:45-Buddy Hewitt, Ronnie Danner,
If not, then the teams would other people. So much of it is a 
fifth-round choice in the next Buddy Spann, Tim Miller,
play Thursday afternoon. lie - one Contradiction after 
WFL draft.
Woodward, Gene Kennedy,
8.54-Eddie Bryan, Yoki Flatt, David
The winner of the Paducah another." Severson Traded 9 03-Jack Bates. Tommy Marcrurn,
Tournament will advance to At the news conference, John
Leslie Willeburnster,i/vaumes Curry,
HUNTSVILLE, Tex. AP) - Larry Hurt, Cain
Region Tournament action at Scott, Jack's father, told of The Houston Oilers have traded Mulhns. R°" Green.
Calvert City Friday. being offered up to 6200,000 if cornerback Jeff Severson to th 
11 - 41--Dr John Quertermous. Don
e Robinson, Al Lindsey, Ralg McCuiston,
R v Albritten A C. Sanders
9:12 -Mike Smith, George Cade, Ed
Morgan, Guy Spann,
11 :41-WMIAM Fame, _David Bannister,
Buddy Sclvais, James Meta.
11:50-Pat Patiorson, Alan Smith, Jake
Jacobs, Arvey Ledbetter,
11:59-Herb Seiner, Richard Moore,
Beck Wilson, Johnny Williams,
12:06-Steve Werth, Bob Dreher, Lorme
Fugate, Richard Harmon,
12: 17-Yemen May, Joe Harris, Harold
Wood, Herb Averitt,
12:36-Henry Fulton, James Clopton,
Cecil Farris, J.F. Cox,
12:35-Terry SWIM, Scotty Musgrove,
Dwain Lowery, Jim Lindblad,
12:44-Jack Benton, Bob Loposa, chat
Wddey, Tony Waller,
12: 53-Eddie Clean, Terry Turner, Bob
LaMastus, Larry Ryan,
1: 02-Dick Cunningham, Bailey Binford,
Jack Jackson, George Oakley,
1:11-Bob Garland, Hal Underwood,
Sonny Parks, Carman D'Angele,
Turkey Shoot Set
For This Saturday
The Jackson Purchase Gun
Club will hold a Turkey Shoot at
1 p.m. this coming Saturday.
There will be many different
events with different awards to
include trophies, hams and
money. Anyone not able to
attend the Turkey Shoot is in-
vited to come out any Friday
night and enjoy shooting on the
well-lighted, fully-automatic
trap field.
The Jackson Purchase Gun
Club is located qn Highway 121
between Stella and Coldwater.
First And 10 For Philadelphia
But It Wasn't A 'Football Game
By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
It was first and 10 for Phila-
delphia.
Unfortunately for the Chicago
Cubs, it wasn't the Philadelphia
Eagles they were playing, it
was the Phillies. And the game
was baseball.
Bill Bonham started Tuesday
night's game for the Cubs. He
never knew what hit him.
What hit him, in succession,
was Dave Cash, Larry Bowa,
Garry Maddox, Greg Luzinski,
Jay Johnstone, Tommy Hutton
and Mike Schmidt.
There was no call for unnec-
essary roughness. The only call
was for reliever Ed Crosby,
who might well have been cow-
ering in the Cubs' bullpen.
Johnny Oates, Maddox and
J?hristone proceeded to hit him,
too, and when the first-inning
carnage was complete, the
Phillies had 10 hits - the first
eight in a row - and 10 runs.
The _other eight innings were
academic. Philadelphia waltzed
to a 13-5 victory.
In the rest of the National
League, Pittsburgh beat St.
Louis 6-1, Los Angeles Shut out
Atlanta 5-0, Cincinnati defeated
San Francisco 6-3, San Diego
edged Houston 6-5 in 10 innings
and, in a twi-night double-
header, Montreal blanked New
York twice by 7-0 scores.
Pirates 6, Cards 1
Despite the -offensive ex-
plosion, the Phis failed to cut
into Pittsburgh's 41/2-game lead
in the East Division. Richie
Zisk, Duffy Dyer and Bill Rob-
inson made sure of that, driv-
ing in two runs apiece to beat
St. Louis.
Dyer and Robinson each had
two-run triples while Zisk di-
vided his work with a double
and a homer to back Jim Roo-
ker's seven-hitter.
Dodgers 5, Braves 0
Like the Phils, the Dodgers
came out on top but went no-
where in the standings, remain-
ing 151/2 games back of Cincin-
nati in the West.
Don Sutton blitzed the Braves
with a five-hitter to chalk up
his 40th career shutout and be-
come the NL's first 15-game
winner. Jimmy Wyrm's 16th
homer gave him all he needed.
Reds 6, Giants. 3
Cesar Geronimo hit a tie-
breaking single in the seventh
inning and kicked in with an
RBI single in a two-run eighth
to beat the Giants and keep
Cincinnati's Big Red Machine
rolling.
Padres 6, Astros 5
It was a rolling ball that
knocked Houston off the tracks
againstIhe Padres. Bobby To-
Ian singled with two out in the
10th and moved to second on a
balk before Fred Kendall hit a
roller to shortstop Jerry Dave-
non, who fumbled it to let To-
Ian score the winning run, '
Expos 7-7, Mets 0-0
The Mets got a double dose of
the blahs from Montreal's
pitching staff and' for the sixth
time in 10 twinbills this year,
came out on the short end in
both games.
Don C,arrithers pitched a five-
hitter in the first game, then
Dennis Blair and Woodie Fry-
man teamed for one in the
nightcap. Bob Bailey and Barry
Foote homered in the opener
and Pete Mackanin drove in
two runs in the second game.
Boxer Of Month
MEXICO CITY (AP) - The
World Boxing Council Tuesday
named Mexican Jose Napoles
as Boxer of the Month for July.
Napoles retained his world
welterweight title in a bout




Aleksandr Barkalov scored four
goals to pace the Soviet Union
to a 10-5 victory over Canada
Tuesday night in the four-na-
tion, 18-game round-robin water
polo series. The Russians are
50 in the competition.
BY HOWARD SMITH
AP Sports Writer
HEMPSTED, N.Y (AP) —
Pele, the world's most famous
soccer player, and Joe Namath,
the nation's most celebrated
quarterback, shook hands and
smiled for the benefit of pho-
tographers.
"Hello, Joe, I've read about
you," said Pele. can have
a talk but my English is not too
good."
"Don't worry," said Namath,
"neither is mine."
Pele and Namath met for the
first time Tuesday on a soccer
field at Hofstra University, the
site of the New York Jets train-
ing camp. While youngsters
leaned on the fence around the
field, the two superstars stood
under a broiling sun, ex-
changed plasantries and posed
for pictures.
Pele had just signed a 6450,-
000, two-year deal to promote
cosmetics. Namath agreed to a
-lortg;terrff-tteal • WM
the same firm a couple of
weeks ago, so he was on hand
to welcome Pele to the club.
"Gee," said Namath, tossing
a soccer ball around, "I never
Murray-Pony
League Team
heavy rains in the area have all to realize the situation these
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Field Of 331 Golfers To Play
In Murray Shrine Club Tourney
A field of 331 golfers from all
over the area will be present
Saturday and Sunday when the
seventh annual Murray Shrine
Club Invitational Golf Tour-
nament is held.
The tournament is so large
that both the Murray and Oaks
Country Clubs will be used
during the 36 holes of play. Last
year, a total of 334 golfers
competed in the tourney.
The champion in the guest
championship flight has not
entered the tournament. Wally
Young, who recorded a 74-69
last year to post a 143, has
elected not to play in this year's
Shrine Tournament.
However, last year's run-
- a
nerup Jerry Caldwell will be
entered. Also expected to be in
the running for the guest
championship flight honors are
Buddy Hewitt, Jimmy Brown,
Homer Branch, Tom
Muehleman, Norman Hood and
Nicky Ryan.
Pat Nanney of Sharon, Tn.,
was last year's Shrine Flight
Pele And Joe Willie Get Together
winner. He will be back along
with Dick Brown, a four-time
previous winner. Rex Fraley of
Clarksville, a Shrine Cham-
pionship Flight winner two
years ago, is also entered in the
tournament.
There will be three flights in
the Shrine Division and seven
flights in the Guest Division,
according to Mike Baker, who is
the tournament chairman this
year. Over 63,500 worth of
prizes will be given away in this
year's tourney.
Smiley Wilson and the
Wilburn Brothers will be back
again this year as well as the
clowns who are always present,
dotting the course and passing
on goodwill and humor to the
golfers.
Also, Murray Datsun will be
offering two cars this year for
hole-in-ones. One car will be on
the 15th hole at the Oaks
Country Club and the other at
the seventh hole at the Murray
Country Club.
There were several close calls
last year but nobody was able to
sink a hole-in-one on the car
hole to win an automobile.
Golfers and their tee-off times
and pairings are as follows:
or $200,000, for their (the
Scotts') cooperation in the Pat- lk,m1 01...4. 0.• 1..•
8:00-R. L. Beckman, Bruce Wilson, E.
ty Hearst case. I can deny that K. Stacy, Gary- Bostic.
categorically. He wasn't offered G 5 : ovvohn Hackney, Cluirile Cummins,
this kind of money, he wasn't
Gary
9-18-Dalton Noel, Billy Dawson,
offered anything - no money." Richard Turner, Jackie Sanders,
•'"-.-The'Ffti" stet t-grimeitirrrilla t49eon, blikF4a45"4461Moiim:D‘-s66P1114'
are investigating reports that 8:36-Jerry. Lee, Ronnie Foster, Howard
Miss Hearst stayed last fall at str ma14,Y5:-Wi Famitts*P.Orks, Harold Gilbert,
a Pennsylvania farmhouse re- Hal Gilbert, Bob Hines,
portedly rented by Scott. Wal- Frank, Wager,
Homer Austin,r dMickey"Yeoman
tori was questioned by the FBI 9:03-Gene Young, Floyd Hankins, Jim
last March about Miss Hearst Hurst, 9:12-BillWr rldirl7rsPaul Holland, Bill
and the farmhouse. Fttheliina, Phil Walker,
"Who are the criminals in 
11:41-Billy Brandon, Jerry Key, Jr.
kicker with the Memphis South-
The Indiana and Illinois State he could persuade his son to co- Denver Broncos and a uired 
50-Sam Spiceland, C C Lowry,
operate with the Federal Bu-Champions will play at 6 p. m. tight end Bob Adams from the if:ss--sid [leder, Joe Btayney. Blue
Friday will the Paducah reau of Investigation in its New England Patriots, 
Wlt 
Howard Kennedy,
014..-Dick Brown, Bob Day, Jack
District winner will meet host search for Miss Hearst. The Oilers acquired an undis- Bradley, Bob Monis,
Marshall County in the night- The FBI, however, denied the clotaed draft choice for Severson 12 A7--Jiggs Lassiter, James Lassiter,
cap. That Calvert City tour_ charge. "At no time," said bu- and gave up an undisclosed jim12:26-JZilyPrichard,r 'Jimmy
nament will also be a double reau spokesman Tom Harring- draft choice for Adams in the Virgil Harris, Jerry Jones,
elimination event, ton in Washington, "has the Tuesday transaction. Purcell, Bobby Freeman.
12:35-Rex Fraley, Charles Ray, Burton
12:44-Virgil Clark, Albert Anderson,
Dale Salmon, Donald Dye,
12:53-Tom Poore, Pat Nanny, Bobby
Fite, Ira Lee Story,
1:02-Bryant Williams, Vyron Mitchell,
Sr., Randy McCully, Larry McCully,
1:11-Charles Caldwell. Jerry Caldwell,
Jim White, Max Walker,
1:20-Jimmy Brown, Jeff Brown, Steve
Du Perrieu, Frank Miller .
•
IMO %ober Ten Too
8.09-Millard Carman, R R Morgan,
Johnny Crouch, Dave Cannon,
8: 09-Purdom Lovett, Jerry Hopkins,
Mickey Boggess, Bill Roberts,
8:18-James Green, Ralph Waldrop,
Jerry Berry, Jimmy Berry,
8:27-Clyde Waymick, Frank Neisewen-
der, Jackie Jackson, Sherman Gardner,
8:36-Key Moody, Paul Beard, Richard
Latimer, Ross Dever,
8:45-Macon Blankenship, Mark
Blankenship, Dave Dickson, James
Payne,
8- 54-Gene I,andolt, Holmes Ellis, Bud
Stalls, Jr., Gene Fairchild,
9:01- Tom Muehlernan, Al Jones, Nor-
man Hood, W. A. Franklin,
9- 12-Smiley Wilson, Darrell Erickson,
.
John Childers, Frank Willard,
11 • 41-Sam Smith, Randy Davidson,
Buck Travis. Victor Hardin,
11:50-Alvin Cooper. Pete Coburn, John
Box, Ron Coburn,
11:59-Billy Dan Croide, Rob Miller,
Ted Lawson, Vernon Cohoon,
12:98 -Tom Rogers, Ellis Traylor,
Claude Dixon. Ben May.
12:17-Gene Knight, Carl Knepp, Whit-
. _
• ney Curtis, Dr Gerald Clark.
12: 26--Stuart Podon, Bob Billington,
Gene McCutcheon, Lawrence Philpot,
12- 35--Fred Barber, Alan Moffett, Bud-
dy Farris, Steve Sanders,
12-44-Clyde Adkins. Joe Retroat, Jack
Shell, Richard Knight,
12.53- Bottle Hutson, Teimmy Hamlin,
Bill Doss. James Burkeen,
1 02 - Don Grogan, Tommy Chrisp,
Nicky Ryan, Darold Keller,
1:11-- Harold Dempney, Joe Ripen. Joe
Walker, George Lankston,
1:20-Jerry Lewis, Danny Roberts. Rill
Apman, Bill BirchFriday, August 8, 7:30 p. m.
New Providence Riding Club
-Music for young and old
Admissiom $1.50 couple; 75' single
Concession stand will-be open
eq
Sway Showier Too T.
8.00 -Dr William Rogers, Doug Reed,
Ronnie Smith, Kenneth Bury,
809- i.e McCoart, Fred Curtis, Wayne
Bismark, Ron Fleming,
11:18--Kevin D'Angelo, Creg Howard,
Jimmy Lamb, Homer Branch,
&V-Mike Colyott, Mike Coplett. John
Martin, l/avid Graham,
4-116--- Irvin Hunt, Connie Trogola, Pat
Slankard, John Anderson.
8:45-Don Nelson, Rob Sanderson: Dom
Me Danner, Ted Delaney, -
8 54 Bob Cunningham, Bill Holt.
Claudse llougland,,Jelse Walker,
9- 03- W. V. Leldigl, Russell Ines': Jack
Scott. Bob ()sok ,
Super V43 ues
All C. B.'s at Special Prices




4  for 97*
Reg. 4fit Each
Take your pick . pet 44, 130,
75 w 100-watt Whs. Box of
4 bulbs. 12111/44/60/75/INA
Limit 1 per customer
MASKING
TAPE
Good quality, general-purpose. Full
60 yds. long. 0607/C1220/1/2/3/4
31"..444 %"...664 1"... sic






Easy-tens aerosol fumes away dirt
from bath. bitches tile. Effective pane-
isidsi utak 17 as. 1201(1553
5 9* WffHCOUPON
Regular SIC









Unique schen delivers --








ses& Use as statioaary
sr @towable p 
shower Regular spray or
pulsating water action tot
manage. Sr long chrome
boss. 0701/SU3




Slow, low temp cooking in gen-
uine stoneware for beans, stew,








4*SPORT KIT 897Handsofne zipper tote con
tains two high -quality 1 -qt.






One drop holds at..? Sopos-tosi
wed sepor-stroag. Use as fillw.
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Player Not Paying Attention
To Talk About Jack Nicklaus
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
AKRON, Ohio ( AP) — The
familiar "Watch Out for Jack
Nicklaus" chant reverberated
over the Firestone Country
Club today on the eve of the
57th PGA Golf Championship,
but Gary Player had his hear-
ing aid turned off.
"I never go into a tourna-
ment thinking this man or that
man is the man to beat," the
gritty little South African said.
"When I first took up the game
I was taught that the course
and not the individual is the ad-
versary.
"The course is the Monster.
The course is the villain. My
job is to whip the course. I try
to concentrate on that. I don't
look over my shoulder at any-
body."
Winner of the event twice
with a 10-year gap — 1962 and
Henderson Wins
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
Henderson defeated St. Mat-
thews 7-5 in the 13 year-old di-
vision of the state Babe Ruth
League baseball tournament.
Johnson County downed Owens-
boro 5-4 earlier, and Owensboro,
beat Lexington Dixie 3-0.
The night's last game, be-
tween Bowling Green and John-
son County, was stopped by
rain after 41,2 innings, with
Bowling Green leading, 5-0.
That game was to be continued
today.
little League Champs
Owensboro Southern is the new
state Little League champion,
11-and-12-year-old division.
The Western Kentucky team
won the title by defeating St.
Matthews 7-1 Tuesday. The
Owensboro team now moves on
to Pine Bluff, Ark., and the
Little League regional tourna-
ment for a Thursday night
game against Lake Charles,
La.
1972 — as part of his cache of
24 national championships,
Player is one of the favorites in
the field of 439 teeing off Thurs-
day over the 7,180-yard, par-70
course.
Nicklaus is the No. 1 favorite
at 6-1, followed by Lee Trevino
and Johnny Miller at 8-1; Play-
er, Tom Weiskopf and Tom
Watson at 10-1, and Gene Lit-
tler, Hale Irwin and host pro
Bobby Nichols 12-1.
"I would have to say Nick-
laus. He has to be the choice
because of his strength, hitting
power and the best brain in the
game.
"I have great respect for
both Nicklaus and Lee Trevino.
Trevino can't be overlooked be-
cause ha drives the ball so
straight and is so good around
the greens."
As for his No. 1 antagonist,
this sprawling layout which has
been the regular site Of the an-
nual World Series, Player
called it "one of the most diffi-
cult tests in golf.
"It is long, it is tough.
There's a lot of heavy rough
and the greens are generally
small. It will take a good play-
er in full control of his game to
win here."
This hasn't been a good year
for the 38-year-old perfectionist
from Johannesburg, following a
banner 1974 season in which he
won the Masters and British
Open and finished in the top 10
in the U.S. Open and PGA.
"I have no excuses," he said.
"I went into the Masters after
being away from the tour for
2,2 months. I had two days
practice before the U.S. Open
and played only 16 holes before
the -British.
"I've played like a bum in
the majors. But my game feels
as if it is coming around. I
hope it does this week."
Usual Pre-Season Rough
Stuff In Pro Grid Camps
by The Associated Press ering from a knee injury, would
Some got traded, bounced or be used sparingly in the berm-
battered; others merely were rung, but hinted that he hoped
shoved: just the usual pre- Butz might develop into a re-
season rough stuff among play- placement for Deacon Jones,
ers at National Football League who retired in the off-season.
camps across the country. Later in the day, Charley
Several deals were made in Harraway, fullback for the
the marketplace Tuesday, Redskins from 1969 until jump-
among them the Washington ing to the World Football
Redskins.' „signing of defensive League last year, announced
eackie Dave' Buts, atiireeeryeat •-ins-retiveltact. IttretiLit &Jct. -'refesin '
man fotmerly with, the St. The Denver Broncos obtained
Louis Cardinals, defensive back Jeff .Severson
Coach George Allen described from the Houston Oilers Tues-
the 24-year-old Butz, a free day for an undisclosed /976
agent who stands 6-feet-7 and draft choice, aft the Kansas
weighs 295, as "the biggest guy City Chiefs traded veteran of-
I've ever had," and said the fensive guard Tom Humphrey
Redskins and Cardinals are to the Atlanta Falcons for
"trying to work out something" rookie offensive guard John
in the form of compensation for Nessel of Penn State.
St. Louis. Also, a host of veterans and
Allen said that Butz, recov- rookies were placed on waivers
as teams hastened to trim their
S
( ul 1:1; ‘1 I I MI It ;- I IIII •• )
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Muehleman And Hood
Play For Match Title
Murray Junior Tourney
To Be Held Thursday
-Russ Cochran, Padueah,1t11
be on hand Thursday to defend
the championship he won with a
three-under-par 69 last year
when they tee them up for the
4th annual Junior Invitational
Golf Tournament at the Murray
Country Club.
Cochran, who at 16 is the state
high school champion and a
senior member of the St. Mary's
golf team at Paducah, will leave
the 10th tee at 10:20 a.m. in a
foursome with Lee Stewart,
Murray, Hoot Gibson, Mayfield,
and fellow Phducahan Chip
Sloan.
Seventy junior golfers will be
competing in four different age
brackets in the tournament, an
18-hole, medal play affair for
the boys and a nine-hole event
for the 15 girls entered. These
age groups are: 10 and 11 years
old; 12 and 13; 14 and 15; and 16
through high school graduates
of 1975.
The young golfers and their
starting times and tees are:
SC 1 Ti.
9:00 a.m.-Phillip Hatchett, John
Shelton, Eric Clark and John Riegger
910 a.m.-Trent Jones, Mike Pullen,
Brent Hood and Tommy Eike.
- 9:20 a.m.-Doug Story, Todd Solomon,
Ellis Falkoff and Mark Lester.
9 30 a.m.-Ronnie Gelso, Chris Pyle and
George Bell.
9:40 am.-Jay Graves, Scott Miller and
Greg Overstreet
9:50 a.m.-Laurie Crass, laDorui Phelps
and Brenda Jones_
10 • 00 a.m.-Catherine Dick. Claudia
Billington, Kay Adkins and Becky Shuf-
fett
10:10 a.m -Carol Dick, Jo Beth
Oakley, Christian Spann and Lisa Rott-
awn.
10:20 a m.-Rick Childress, Jonathan
Ovgrbey and Robert BIliington.
fD. 30 am.-Todd Contri, Jeff Eicicholx.
John Howard and Brad Drake
10.40 a.m. -velvet Jones, I.ynn Postor.,
Connie Spann, and Tammy Burton.
Ns. 101..
























9:10 arn.-Mike Hibbard, Mart Wathen
and Bobby Fike.
9:20 am.-Nick Hibbard, Kevin McIn-
tosh and John Peay.
9:30 am.-llm Japes, Jeff Jackson.
Kevin Grove and Brad Adkins.
9:40 a.m.-Howard Boone, Jeff Golliher.
Lynn Sullivan and Hayden Williams.
9:50 a.m.-Danny Ham, Kevin D'Angelo
and Todd Johnson.
10:00 cm.-Gary Sullivan, Jimmy Day
and Kenny Hunt
10:10 a.m.-Brian Culp, Rusty Flynn.
and David Golliher.
10:20 am.-Hoot Gibson, Lee Stewart,
Russ Cochran and Chip Skian.
rosters for exhibition openers
this weekend.
Net only has the men's match
play tournament this year at the
Murray Country Club been one
of the most rapidly played in the
club's history, but it also will
produce a new champion.
Poised to play each other in
the finals of the championship
flight are Tom Muehleman and
Norman Hood, two close friends
and regular playing com-
panions.
Hood reached the final
bracket by betting defending
champion Wally Young with a
birdie on the first hole of a
sudden death playoff. Earlier,
he had swept past Mike Holton 5
up and 4 after edging left-
hander Ralph McCuiston 1 up in
an opening round match.
Muehleman, a former
Southern Illinois University
golfer, eased into the final
bracket with a one up win over
Tim Miller. Earlier, he had
beaten up-and-coming, young
Gary Sullivan by the same slim
margin after eliminating Red
Howe, Jr., 4 up and 3 in the
opening round.
In the first flight, Joe Rescrost
and Clyde Adkins saw their
semi-final round match washed
out by the heavy rains shortly
after they teed off Sunday af-
the bracket with a 4 up and 3 win
over Bob Burke, while Reirroat
was posting a 1 up win over Al
Jones.
In the lower, semi-final
bracket of the same flight, Jere
Stripling faces Jack Shell.
Stripling had reached the semis
with a 1 up, sudden death win
over Jiggs Lassiter, while Shell
was eliminating W. A. Franklin
4 up and 3.
In the second flight, the finals
could very well become a
family affair with a father and
son facing each other.
In the upper bracket, Don
DENVER (AP — The new Robinson has advanced to the
management of the Denver semi-finals with a win over
Nuggets has signed a lease to Walter Jones. He now awaits
put the American Basketball the winner of the Bob Billington-
Association team into the city's Tom McNeeley match to see
new 18,000-seat arena beginning who moves into the final
next season. bracket. Should he win, he could
The Nuggets won the ABA's tee it up against his son, Larry,
Western Division championship for the second flight laurels.
last season while playing in the Larry has reached the semis
Auditorium Arena, which seats by way of a 3 up and 2 win over
one-third as many fans as the Don Grogan and now awaits the
new McNichols Arena. winner of the Gene Landolt-
Sign Lease
Orioles Had Bosox In
Hand Of Their Palmer
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The Baltimore Orioles had
the Boston Red Sox right in the
hand of their Palmer.
"I can't pitch any better than
that," said _Jim Palmer after
his gorgeous two-hitter led Bal-
timore to a 3-0 victory over
Boston Tuesday night. "It was
a blend of concentration, con-
trol and stuff."
The Baltimore ace was at the
top of his form — because he
was on top of the batters.
"I really got on top of the hit-
ters tonight," said Palmer,
whose major league-high 16th
victory pulled Baltimore within
7lv games of the American
League East leaders. "I got ev-
erything over the plate and
made only a couple of bad
pitches. I had both good control
and good stuff. I also threw a
lot of curves. I had to — those
guys are fastball hitters."
Palmer struck out eight and
walked one to give the Orioles
*Open Nights it 9R1.1se Your MASTER CHARGE Card
10.7 Mon -Thurs. Bel-Air Shopping Center 71)-8 Friday
941Sat Murray 14 Sun
Get to know us: you'll like us.
a sweep of their two-game
series with the Red Sox. Palm-
er, 16-7, outduelled Luis Tiant,
13-11, who was tagged for nine
hits and all three runs in seven
innings.
Yankees 4, Brewers 3
Bobby Bonds' home run in
the ninth inning carried Catfish
Hunter and New York over Mil-
waukee. Bond's homer, his 22nd
of the season but only his first
since .-July 20, helped New
York's premier right-hander
improve his record to 15-10.
Hunter scattered nine hits.
Royals 6, Twins
John Mayberry hit his third
home run in as many games, a
two-run shot during a four-run
fourth inning, as Kansas City
defeated Minnesota behind Al
Fitzmorris' two-hitter. Fitz-
morris allowed both of Min-
nesota's hits in the fifth inning
when Johnny Briggs doubled
and scored on a single by Eric
Soder holm .
Indians 8, Tigers 4
Rookie 'right-hander Eric
Reich broke a personal three-
game losing streak and Rico
Carty drove in four runs, lead-
ing Cleveland over Detroit.
Reich, 6-6, was staked to a 5-0
lead in the first two innings as
the Indians sent eight men to
the plate in each session.
A's 3-2. Rangers 2-15
Dick Bosman and Rollie Fin-
gers teamed for a two-hitter
and Jim Holt hit a tie-breaking
sacrifice fly in the fifth inning,
giving Oakland its opening vic-
tory over Texas.
Roy Howell walloped two
home runs, one of them a
grand slam that highlighted an
eight-run sixth, to lead Texas
°ger Oakland in the second
game
Angels 10-1, White Sox 4-4
MickeY Rivers collected four
hits and Jerry Remy drove in













Tony Thomas match. Earlier,
he had eliminated Ted
Billington 4 up and 3 to face
Grogan in the second round.
Generally, the match play
tournament at the club has been
completed in late September
and as late as mid-October. This
year's play, under the chair-
manship of Al Lindsey, is well
ahead of that schedule, and
should be completed by mid-
August.
Rain, Wind And Upsets Taking
Toll On Clay Court Tournament
By JOHN SHURR
Associated Press Writer
INDIANAPOLIS I AP) —
With rain, wind and a batch of
unknowns threatening to do
away with all the seeded play-
ers, the $150,000 U.S. Clay
Court tennis tournament is
moving into a new scenario tai-
lored for more upsets.
Already four seeded players
have fallen in the first two days
of action, and many of the top
names in the line-up are taking
to the Indianapolis Racquet
Club courts for the first time
today.
The big upset of the tourna-
ment came Monday when ama-
teur Brian Teacher of San
Diego defeated No. 6 Cliff Rich-
ey, San Angelo, Tex., in
straight sets.
Tuesday unranked Iris Riedel
of West Germany beat seventh-
seeded Gail Chanfrpau of
France 74, 7-5,
The 1959 Clay Court cham-
pion, Sally Moore, Los Angeles,
came through the ranks of
qualifiers Tuesday to polish off
No. 8 Linky Boshoff of South
Africa 6-4, 6-2.
Another victim Tuesday was
No. 12 Billy Martin, Palos Ver-
des, Calif., who lost to Hans
Kary of Austria 6-4. 6-1.
Some other top seeds barely
survived their matches. No. 4
Nancy Gunter of San Angelo,
Calif., needed three sets to win
her first two matches 6-2, 6-7, 6-
1, and Mexico's Raul Ramirez,
the fourth-rand man, narrow-
ly advanced from the first
round by downIng Gardi-
ner of Australia 4-8, 74,6-2.
Second-seeded Julie Heldman
was pushed into a second-set
tiebreaker Tuesday when a
steady wind hampered her
serve. However, she still beat
England's Lesley Charles 6-2,7-
8.
The rain forced tournament
officials to reschedule four
matches from Tuesday to to-
day. It also almost halted the
featured men's match Tuesday
evening in which No. 8 Jaime
FWol of Chile beat Jim Dela-
ney, Potomac, Md., 6-3, 6-2,
Top players scheduled today
included the two No. 1 seeds,
Chris Evert of Fort Lauder-
dale, Fla., and Argentina's
Guillatmo Vilas.
Lyons Guest Speaker At
Legion Tourney Banquet
Hillman Lyons, a Murray restaurant owner and a veteran
of 30 years in professional sports, will kick off the Great
Lakes Regional Baseball Tournament when he speaks at the
pre-tournament banquet August 19.
The banquet will begin at 6:30 p.m. in the student union
ballroom on the campus of Murray State University. The
next day, play begins in the tourney which will find one team
advancing on to the American Legion World Championship.
One hundred and forty players and coaches from the seven
participating teams are expected to be at the banquet along
with many dignitaries and visitors.
Among the dignataries to be present are First District
Codfrietn entrar-Hubtord, teriitlit7Ri. ad-
ministrative assistant to Governor Julian Carroll, County
Judge Robert 0. Miller, Mayor John Ed Scott and County At-
torney Sid Easley.
Easley willte serving as the Masteiof Ceremonies for the
event:To be honored at this banquet will be the 1956 Murray
Legion team, which won the State Championship.
Several major league baseball scouts along with tour-
nament officials are also expected to be at the banquet.
Lyons is known in the baseball world simply as "Big Hill."
He began his playing career as a teenager playing semi-
pro ball at old Pine Bluff. He turned professional and played
eight years from Class C to the majors.
His career was cut short as a player by the wounds he
received in World War II as a Marine Raider in the Southwest
Pacific.
After his playing career was over, he began a new career
as general manager in 1949. He spent 23 years serving as a
general manager, spending time in professional hockey as
well as baseball.
Among his major accomplishments as general manager
were Class AAA pennants in Richmond in 1958 and a Class
AAA pennant in 1967 with Richmond. Twice Lyons has been
selected as the Sporting News Executive of the Year, in 1952
and in 1967.
Among major league players Lyons has produced are Jim
Bunning, Frank Lary, Paul Foytack, Felix MIllian, Ron
-Reed, Phil Neicro;-RaiEtrGari,-fiftlre Lumrrt imu'Pst as-v
s 47)7 "nr...: • dra: ri.eiiftar-: --
Lyons is a very close friend of Homerun King Hank Aaron.•
In fact, Lyons has several momentos from Aaron on display. "a -
in Rudy's Restaurant, which Lyons owns.
Many other of his pictures, plaques and other mornentos
are also on display in Rudy's and include awards and gifts
from professional athletes in every sport.
Following Lyons' presentation will be a film of the 1974
World Series.
Tickets for the banquet may be purchased at Rudy's
Restaurant, from Tommy Rushing at the Bank of Murray,
from Will Ed Stokes at Stokes Tractor, from Nelson Shroat at
Jo-Jacks on the lake and from the Post Office from Cleo
Sykes, Lester Nanny, Roy Folsom or Jim Ray Jones.
Price of the ticket for the banquet will be six dollars. Reser-
vations must be made by August 18.
to lead California over Chicago
in the first game of their dou-
bleheader. Jesse Jefferson and
Rich Gossage teamed for a
four-hitter and Pete Varney's
two-run double highlighted a
four-run sixth, leading Chi-
cago's victory in the second
game.
Standings
By The Associated Press
American League
East
W L Pct. GB
66 4.4 .600
57 SO .533 7
57 52 .523 f
53 58 .477 1
49 58 .g58




















W L Pd. GB
Pittsburgh 66 AA 600
Philphia 62 49 .559
New York 56 53 514
St Louis 56 54 509 10
Chicago 51 61 455 16
Montreal 47 60 .439 17
West
Cincinnki 73 38 .658
Los Angeles 58 54 .518 15'
S Francisco 55 56 .495 18
San Diego 52 59 .468 11
Atlanta 48 62 .436 2.4
Houston 40 74 351 3,1
Wednesday's Games
Cincinnati (Billingham 11,-5)
at San Fr'ancisco (Barr 9-8)
Chicago (R Reuschel 7,11) at
Philadelphia (Christerron 6-21, -
(n)
Montreal (Renko 4-8) at New
York (Stone' 3-2), (n)
Pittsburgh (Brett 7-3) at Sl-
Lours (Denny 5-3), (n)
Houston (Dierker 9-11) at Sari
Diego (Jones 146). fril
Atlanta (Odom 1 41 at Los
Angeles (Mestersmith 13-101.
Int
Thursday's Gimes -- -
Montreal et New York
Chicago at PhilaGalphia, (n)
Pittsburgh at Houston. (n).
Only games scheduled
I PolyglasWhitevvalts
Prices Reduced On Standard
And Compact Car Sizes
A78-I3 size fits Astre, Colt. Gremlin, Falcon, Pinto, Toyota,
Vega and others.
Custom Power Cushiou Polyglas
America's largest selling tire—featured on many 1975
model cars. The polyester cord body softens the ride,
fiberglass belts add road-holding traction, and belted
construction helps deliver the mileage. Value priced






















Skylark. Tempest, Torino &
others.
kiro
Size fits Ambassador Wag-
ons, Century, Cutlass Wag-
ons, Ford Wagons & others.
Plus $1.77 to $3.21 F.E.T.. depending on size, and old tire. Special prices on other sizes, too!
RAIN CHECK - If we sell out of your size we will issue you a rain check, assuring future delivery at the advertised price
GOODAEAR
7 Easy Ways to Buy
• Case • Our Owe Cestemer Creed Plea
• American Express Meaty Card • Carte Stanek
• Nester Climes • esnlamericard
• Omer* Clei
See Your Independent Dealer For His Price. Prices As Shown At Goodyear Service Stores
Lube and Oil-Change
488 Up to 5 ots of majorbrand multi-grade oil
• Complete chassis
lubrication & oil change
• Helps ensure longer
wearing parts & smooth.
quiet performance
• Please phone for
appointn
• Includes light trucks
Front-End
Alignment
• Complete analysis and align-
ment correction-to increase tire
mileage and improve steering
safety • Precision equipment.
used by experienced profes-
sionals, helps ensure a precision
alignment
$1fl88
Any U S made car -
parts extra if needed





(disc or drum im.)c)
Mac Install new front disc brake
pads • Repack and inspect front
wheel beanngs • Inspect hydrau-
lic system and rotors Onus: In•
stall new brake linings all four
wheels • Repot.% front wheel
bearings • Inspect brake hydrau-






Reg. Store Hours: Mon. L Fri. 7:30 to 8:00 Tues., Wed., Thurs., Sat. 7:30 to 5:30
South 12th & Glendale Phone 753-0595
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512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.














Potato Chips - 9 oz.
PRINGLES.... Twin Pack 754
Campbell Chicken Noodle
SOUP 103/4 oz. 5/1°°
Dixie Bell
CRACKERS 1 lb• 454
Pepsi or














JUICE 46 oz 494
Von Comp 16 oz.
Pork & Beans 4/$1
Van Camp Beanie










WHIP 32 oz. 994
Vora Camp
TUNA 61/4 oz. 394
Kraft Barbeque












  i0 lb. $1 1 9
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Evening Classes Slated By Accounting Department
Ten evening classes will be
offered by the Department, of
Accounting and Finance at
Murray State University this
fall, Dr. William J. Grasty, the
departmental chairman, has
annolinced.
The classes, which will meet
from 6 to 9 p.m, on the evenings
designated and -starting the
week of Aug. 25, as well as the
rooms in which they will meet in
the College of Business and
Public Affairs and the in-
structors in charge are:
Accounting 200 Principles of
Accounting 1), Monday
evenings in Room 104 with Ms.
Jane Hall as the instructor.
Accounting 300 Intermediate




—HEATH, Ky. (AP) - The
state will join in any possible
lawsuit by Western Kentucky
farmers if they aren't satisfied
with compensation for damaged
crops, according to Gov. Julian
Carroll.
Carroll and Sen, Wendell
Ford, D-Ky., met with about
100 farmers Tuesday, along
with representatives of the Ten-
nessee Valley Authority I TVA ).
The TVA has admitted that
crops in the area were dam-
aged July 21 by sulfur dioxide
pollution from its Shawnee
steam plant near here, Ford
-Said, -but - haS vieniecFtlie -plant
caused crop damage in earlier
years. Ford promised to help
farmers get compensation for
damage as far back as 1971."
"We intend to try our best to
see that those who have had
damages in the past ... should
be reimbursed to a point,"
Ford said.
, The TVA representative did
not respond to Ford's state-
ment, but did promise com-
pensation for this year's dam-
ages.
Dr. Larry Montgomery, di-
rector of the TVA's air qozfty
branch, said damaged fields
are being checked, and said the
WA believes it can settle "991/2
9gr cenk" of the 1975 claims.
Carroll, a native of the area,
said the state will make its own
estimate of damages from the
sulfur dioxide pollution "as a
free service to farmers."
Speaker for the gospe
meeting at the Dexter Church
of Christ will be Cecil
Cockren, minister of the
Green Main Church of Christ.
Services will be held at 7:30 p.
m. each evening from August
10 to 15. A gospel singing will
be held Sunday, August 10, at






( AP )-A jobless Clarksville
man returned Tuesday to the li-
quor store that laid him off last
winter, kidnaped its co-owner
and later fatally shot him and
then himself, authorities said.
The jobless man was identi-
fied as Ravyn Atkins, 39, and
the man taken hostage was
identified as John D. Maddox
Jr., 38.
The murder-suicide occurred',
as the pair drove down U.S.
41A, police said.
Market Report
Federal State Market Nem‘r, Service
August 6,1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog manii:
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations '
Receipts Act 536 Est. 600 Barrows
Gilts 75e-most $1.00 lower Sows steady-
weak
US 1-2 200420 KM p6.00-5625
US 1-3 2110411111111.  156.75-5610
US 2-4 24941111111b• 156 09-56 75
US 3-4 260-211154be  154 50-55 00
Sows
--VS 44 220406 lbw $40.4040.00-
" t1S1.5 Sa4se igs 149 00-50 00
US 1-3 450-650 lbs  149 50-50 50
few at 51.0D
US 2-3 300-500 lb! 14800-4900
Boars $r 00-40 00
1_111 IN •
El III •
I II MI II
111 MI II MI
I • •
• II •




Rootn 307, with Dr. Robert
Warren, CPA, the instructor.
Accounting 302 (Federal
Income Tax), Tuesdays in
Room 305 with Ms. Debra White
the instructor.
Accounting 590 (Survey of
Accounting), Thursdays in
Room 307 with Jon Dowie, CPA,
the instructor.
Accounting 602 (Quantitative
Finance Control), Tuesdays in
Room 307 with Dr. Grasty as the
instructor.
Finance 330 (Principles of
Finance), Mondays in Room 305
with Ray Roberts the in-
structor.
RES 132 (Basic Real Estate),
Thursdays in Room 104 with Mr.
Roberts the instructor.
RES 134 ( Real Estate
Marketing), Tuesdays in Room
104 with Russell Spur lock the
instructor.
RES 136 (Real Estate Ap-
praising), Mondays in Room 307
with John Neubauer as the
instructor.
RES 240 ( Real Estate Law),
Wednesdays in Room 104 with
Gary Haverstock as the in-
structor.
Carroll And Gable Both Promise More Money For State Education
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
Elementary and secondary edu-
cation in Kentucky will get
more money in the next budget
no matter who is chosen gover-
nor this November, if the prom-
ises of Gov. Julian Carroll and
Robert Gable are kept.
In addresses before the Ken-
tucky Association of School Ad-
ministrators Monday, both men
said they would give greater
support to education if elected,
then attacked each other. dalism, violence, drugs and de-
Gable said he plans to re- linquency in our schools."
lease a campaign statement on Carroll reaffirmed his pledge
education soon, saying his top to raise Kentucky from its na-
priority as governor would be tional ranking of 49th in money
upgrading public education, spent per pupil on education,
Measures he would recommend but said he didn't know how
would include more money, a much money he would recom-
way of-rewarding good teach- mend spending He said that
ers while correction those "who would depend on state revenue.
are not meeting their responsi- Gable accused Carroll of
bilities," as well as a way to being partly responsible for
correct "the disgrace of van- that low ranking, saying he has
failed to support educauorr-
the past. He also accused thel
governor of being in favor or.
"unionizing Kentucky's clasaa:.
rooms," by being in favor of it:
collective bargaining by teach4
ers.
"I have never supported
unionization of Kentucky*
classrooms, and he ( Gable);
knows that," Carroll told the;
group. Later, he said he disk:
support "professional negotiai
tions" legislation teachers.for
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H IGHWAY 641—MURRAY KY.
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Some items not exactl as ;attired
Uncle mluiimu Sporting Goods Dept.
Jeff's Hunting Season is Here! We have the largest selection
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Soft and Absorbent - choice of 269
Regular Size or 100 Triple Size
Ayds
• . Reducing Plan
Candy
Ayds help curb your appetite, you sat

















































Relieves sinus congestion, head colds,









Boy's Wrangler -7 Pig. of 3 Men's
Big Bell


























$ 10 ft. length
Sewer Pipes
Plastic










solid in 100 ft. lengths only. Many other














  -TELLTHE CHIEF
ENGINEER TO PIPE IT INTO
HER Room AND NOT To
".10P UNTIL I SAY
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3 big days...MVON
"SPECIAL PURCHASE"

























2.99 & 3.99 yd!
100% polyester, 60" wide double knits
of fashionable fall colors in attractive
plaids and classic checks for suits and
separates. 3 days only at this great low
price!!
-
McNntiqh,, thru Fri.• 
AMAMI CIO
10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.fabrics














THE MAYOR and Com-
mon Council of the City of
Murray will accept bids to
purchase a 2-ton cab and
chassis truck for the use
of the Murray Water and
Sewer System for a high
velocity sewer cleaner.
Specifications are
available at the office of
Murray Water and Sewer
System. The bids are to be
delivered to Murray
Water and Sewer System,
401 Olive Street, Murray,
Kentucky, by 4:00 p. m.
August 14, 1975. They will




mended to the Council for
purchase.. The City
Council reserves the right
to scot lowest or beet





FOR ALL AVON needs,
your new representative
is Robbie Witherspoon.
Stop by Hutson Texaco
for any air conditioning
problem we'll spoil you





September 17, 18, 19 and
20. For information write
Zajac Presents, 1832
Sylvania Avenue, Toledo,
Ohio or call collect 419-
473-2641.
Approximately 12,000 sq ft. of
rental space available at 2nd
and Poplar Streets Western
Dark Tobacco Paclung Corp.,
Murray, Ky., Phone 753-3342
Why Mot Serf Far A Chanel
Good for relaxation,















Poison Control  753-7588
Senior Citizens  753-0929
Need Line ... 753-NEED
























The annual Tlean up day of
the Ed Downs Cemetery in the
Land Between The Lakes will
he held Saturday, August 9.
All persons having relatives
or friends buried at the
cemetery are urged to be
present.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 357.2,
up 0.1. Below dam 302.0 up 0.2.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 357.0 no
change. Below dam 303.5 no
change.
Sunset 8:00. Sunrise 6:06.
Moon sets 7:36 p. m., rises






I WONVER WHAT HE
LOOKS LIKE ..I WONDER










iF Yal THINK A CUT Llt SONG LIKE
THAT CAN SiZEAK me DOWN, YOU'RE




When you stsmul supplies,
ospoipasinit or sarvica coil
as. amusing is whet wo
know bast. Ws Woo stoma











regular display, must be




must be submitted by 4
p. m. the day before
publication.




route in Murray. Write
Box 32H Ledger and
Times.
PERSONS 18 years or





wage. Send resume to P.
0. Box 32-C Murray,
Kentucky.
WANT SOMEONE to mow




has openings for high
sChoor graTuate to per-
form Rodman-Chairunan
duties with field survey
party. Experienced
preferred but not
required. Call 753-8050 or
contact Ted F. Billington,
Consulting Engineer, Box
422, Murray.
IT WOULD be impossible
for us to thank each and
every person separately
for their help and comfort
during the sickness and
death of our husband and
father, Billy Reed. So
may we take this way to
say .'thank you" to
everyone who gave so
much of themselves to us.











In Memory of Norma
Darnall who passed away
August 6, 1972
THREE LONG years have
passed since you went
away-
We do not nOed a special
day to bring you to our
minds.
The days we do not think
of you are very hard to
find
Our hearts still ache with
sadness and secret tears
still flow.
What it meant to loose







5. lost And Found
LlkST LADIES white gold
7-fif at c h
Trenholin's Restaurant or
." Locust Grove Baptist
' Church. 'Call 753-5013.
15 Articles For Sale
BEGINNING SCHOOL
year, former teacher will
care for your child in my






615-365-6412, P. 0. Box
202, Spring City Tenn.
37381.
GROWING TWO Year Old
business. Christian Book
Center, 808 Chestnut. Call
753-0425. Ask for Wayne.
12. Insurance
HEALTH, LIFE, burial, ,ip
to $2000.00. Health no
problem. Call 753-1976.
14 Want To Buy
COINS, PAYING high
prices for silver coins
before 1965. This week
call 247-7878 days, 554-2601
nights. Newman In-
vestments, Mayfield, Ky.
WOODEN PLAY pen. Call
753-8884.
WILL BUY good used
Travel trailers, truck
camper. Call Arrowhead
Camper Sales, Hwy: 80
E., Mayfield, Ky., 247-
8187.
15. Articles For Sale
TOMATO STAKES, 54", 15
cents each. Redmon
Stake Company, Hwy. 94
E., Murray.
5 4-SELECT1ONS of
paneling 4 x 8 sheets. 62.75
and up. Moulding to
match paneling.
Bathroom vanities from
$45.00 and up. 12-designs
decorative paneling 4 x 8
sheets $4.25 each. 12 " CD
plywood $4.95 sheet. Five
eights inch Particle board
$3.25 sheet. Cabinet
topping at 25 cents square
foot. Interior latex white
paint $3.95 gallon.
Fiberglass panels at 10
cents to.25_cents square
foot. Luan and birch chers
$5.75 to $18.75. Ross and
Truck Salvage Mdse. Inc.
Box 88, Martin, Tenn.,
Phone 587-2420.
SHALLOW WELL pump
and tank. Almost new.
Call 489-2757.
16. Home Furnishings
CLEANED 2 x 4's. Phone
436-2513.
COAL LUMP stoker or egg,
write or call Edward




cents each. Bean poles, 20
cents each. Phone 753-
9618.
SADDLE 4 INCH. Cutback.
Black with extra large
flaps. Good cond4ion.
Phone 328-8275.
DE WAULT radial arm
saw. Call 492-8550.
HEAVY DUTY, utility pole
for mobile Mime 'hookup,
boxes and wires. 1125. 21-
A Fox Meadows.
FOUR PIECItetedroom
suit in good condition and
oval rug. Call 753-6927.
ONE CHEST, one dresser,




twin mirrors. End table.
Box spring and mattress












mattress, box springs and
railings. Phone 753-6122.
19 Farm Equipment





straw chopper. P. U.
Reel, 18.4, Rice and Cane
tires. Perfect condition.
Phone 328-8275.
CASE FARM tractor. V.




38" rows. Al condition.
Call 901-498-8635.
FARMALL C TRACTOR.
Double plow, sickle bar.
$900. Call 436-5857.
RED BELLY Ford tractor




SKI BOAT. 75 h. p.
Johnson. Good running
condition. Skis and trailer
included. $700.00. Call 901-
232-8221. Cypress Bay.
1969 CHEROKEE 1614
metal runabout. Ski boat,
80 horse Johnson motor.
Firm $1,500. Call 753-4623
or 753-5523.
1975 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury
Lassiter, trolling motor,
power trim. Call 753-3932
or 753-3226 after 4.
TURKEY SHOOT,&I p. m.
Saturday, August 9,
Jackson Purchase Gun
Club. Between Stella and
Coldwater.
15 FOOT CHRYSLER, ma n-
o-war sail boat. 80 square
feet of sail with trailer.
Call 753-5300 or 1502 Story
Avenue.
1973 PRO MODEL
Astroglas bass. boat and
trailer with 1974 115 h. p.
Mercury motor. Com-
pletely rigged. Contact























































































































































































46 Homes For Sale
HOME HUNTING? You
will find a large selection
in all price ranges at
Wilson Realty, Auction
and Insurance, across
from Post Office, Phone
753-3263. Nights and
Holidays. Wayne Wilson,
753-5006, Ron Talent 753-
1607, Loretta Jobs 753-
6079. Member M.L.S.












tiger Yamaha n80. Call
753-7140.
FIVE ACillS set up for
mobile homes. Located
near Hamlin, Ky. only a
mile from Kentucky
Lake. Fifteen mobile
home pads already in
with space for several
more. Extra large deep
well. Four septic units.
Electric poles to many of
the sites. Here is an op-
portunity to buy a mobile
home court reasonably.
John C. Neubauer
Realtor, 505 Main Street,
CHOPPED 1970, 750,
Honda, new tune-up chain
and battery. Custom
paint. Call 436-5552. Best
offer.
1972 175 SL HONDA. $275.
1963 Chevy, 2 door, 6
cylinder. $200. Call 753-
2622.
1975 YAMAHA ,./25 MX.





condition. Great for dune-
buggy, baja, or bug also
air shocks and mag
wheels with adaptors.
Call 753-8046 after 6 p. m.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1972 GALAXY. Walk
through windshield. 1965
Mercury. 18 gallons built-
in tank, convertible top.
- Drive on trailer. Lots of
extras. Call 753-2623.
1975 THUNDERBIRD,
6,000 miles with moon
roof. Call 753-6156.
49 Used Cars & Trucks................................ F
FARM
TRUCK
( 1956 International 2 ton
stake bed with side and
end boards. New bed,
new overhaul on motor.
Good rubber. Runs real
good. Reasonable price.
For Hauling Grain-corn-
hay or most anything.
I Call 753-7699 or 753-
) 0123.
1975 CHEVY SPORT VAN
loaded with factory ex-
tras, plus bed and cur-
tains. Call 753-0869 for




Told down, unique, Good
used trailers, 1/2 mile east





TER will do interior or




No jobs too small. Call
436-5642 anytime.
ROY HARMON'S car-














from moisture by letting
me cover crawl space
with plastic. Call 753-1603.
CUSTOM DOZIER Work.
Cat D7E, A big machine






Rigid Vinyl' No down
payment. Free estimates.




in taking private piano
under instruction of Lin-
da Wright this fall
should _notify her im-
mediately. A group
session in addition to the
private lesson is being
arranged and plans can-











Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
nights.
1948 PLYMOUTH with 1973








long wheel base. Phone
753-0100.
1973 DODGE, 2 ton, 16'
inclosed aluminum bed.
Four speed, 2 speed rear




Ky. Call 247-7878 days,
554-2601 nights.
1965 BUICK LA SABRE
Power, air, brakes,
steering. $350. Call 753-
0703.
FOR SALE by original
owner.' 1970 Olds, 4 door,
sedan, vinyl top. Two tone
light brown. 50,000 actual
miles. Power and air,











1973 T-BIRD, 51,000 miles.
White on white with navy
blue interior. Good







vertible. 1967 Ford. Call
753-6940.
CONTACT SHOLAR
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-
8161 after 7 p. m.
JOHN HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric











trician needs work. Free
estimates. No job too
small. Call 753-7488.
KIRBY CARPET CARE-
cleans rugs of all kinds. In
business, homes, and
institution. Rugs come
clean by steam cleaning.





efficient service. No job






Lyles at 753-2310 for free
•
54. Free Column
THREE KITTENS, 1 male,
2 females. Phone 753-6900.
See at 1100 Glendale,
evenings.
TWO SIX MONTH old
dogs. Part Water Spaniel,
part Collie. Call 753-9984.
ADULT FEMALE Siamese
cat. Two kittens, one
calico and one black and
white. Call 753-6026.
FIVE mord?! old' female
part collie. Brown and
white, very tame. Call
753-4307 after 5 o'clock,
a.
TURKEY SHOOT
Get ready for Dove Season. Come and
shoot at 1 p.m.
Saturday, August 9
All types of events with hams,
trophies, and cash prizes.
LOCATION: Jackson Purchase Gun Club on Highway




















Avoid Costly Home Repairs
Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
Pima *wood and operetod over 20 years. De not sign any contract
eallIeh is finished
100 South 13th St. Phone 753-3914












with an elderly lady. Days
or nights. Worked 5 years
for child welfare as
homemaker. Call 753-
8544.
For Sale By Owner
Five Bedroom in Canterbury Estates
Large recreation room, large kitchen, with dining
area, formal dining room, three full baths, in-
tercom, central vacuum, double garage, large
storage area, double drive, Central heat and air
conditioner with heat pump, drapes.
Price Reduced ior quick sale.
Call 753-9943
/I' PAYS TO ADVERTISE ...ADVERT/SE WHERE /1 PAYS...
22 Musical
BALDWIN PIANOS and











more. Call 753-6280 after
5.
DISTRIBUTORSHIP
All maior label records & tapes.
Mature individual needed part
time or full time to help fill the
void caused by Federal & State
crackdown on bootleggers.
Service company established
accounts monthly. Part time re-
quires approximately 20 hour;
monthly.
Investment $3995 minimum. If
you would sincerely like to own
your own business call:
Mike Scott
at Toll Free 1-800-251-8130
REPOSSESSED COLOR T.
V. and stereo. Balance







Console. Balance alue or
monthly payments. J. St
B. Music. Call 753-7575.
24. Miscellaneous
16' 60 AMP Electric service
pole, complete. Call 753-
0870.
FOR SALE two cemetery
lots in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Phone 492-8590.
FORMICA- SALE. Odd lot
laminated plastics for
cabinet tops. Solid colors





Large double desk, A-1 con-
dition, formica, 9 drawers, elec-
tric outlet, fluorescent light each
sioe,siso.
Mg* living room suite-050. 2
. 1 coffee table, 1 large
washy new oak flooring and
entreat redwood iengthsgoo. 2
new braided rugs 9112 & Si 6-
$100.
One wood high chair $15. Coffee
table $10 Miscellaneous chairs.
101 So. 8th St.
7S3-0952
















OPEN 10 TO 10
21 Mobile Home Sales
CUSTOM-BUILT Portable
buildings for all your
storage needs. Also Lake
Cottages, Boat Docks,
patios and Greenhouses.
Sweet corn and fresh
vegetables for sale.
Located on Hicks
Cemetery Road, one !nil!
south of Cherry Corners,
off Highway 121 South.
31 Want To Rent
COTTAGE FOR few
months with or without
option to buy. Phone 1-365-
2796 Princeton, Kentucky.
MOVING FROM Texas
looking for house to rent
with some acreage. Need
not be in top condition
willing to repair. Please
call collect 314-441-0058.











10 x 55 TRAILER. Ex-
cellent condition. For sale
or for rent. Call Mrs. B. B.
Dill, 753-1551.
1973 12 a 60 MOBILE
HOME and lot at Keniana
Shores, furnished, 2
bedroom, 11/2 baths,
central heat and air,
community water. Like
new. $8,850. Call 436-5249
before 12 a.m.
SHOP NEAR or 'around
Murray. Preferably
clean-up shop. Call 436-
5552.
32. Apartments For Rent
ROOMS FOR boys, private
entrance with kitchen
facilities, central heat
and air, 1  block from
campus. Phone 436-5479.
FURNISHED APART-
MENT, with all utilities,
1071-42-RF
Estates. See Jerry 'Turner 73-7243.
at Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet. 5719.
il>40, NO. FIRST Yr5 THEIR JUICE AND
COOKIES, THEN THE1R NAPS."
17 livestock - Supplies
EXTRA NICE saddle
horses. Gentle with
smooth saddle gait. Two
mares, one gelding. 8:00
to 5:00 call 753-3621, after
5, call 753-4818.
FOR SALE corn fed beef.
500-600 pounds. Call 753-
1980.
1969, 12 a 60, all electric 2
bedroom, 2 full baths, air
conditioned.. $4,300.00.
Call 753-8654.
60' HOUSE TRAILER with
100 a 200 lake lot. $4500.
Call 436-2427.
1974 TWO BEDROOM
mobile home. All electric.
12 x 60. Call 435-4317.
1972 MOBILE home 24 x 44.
located on 641, Dexter
good condition. Call 437-
4736 after 4 p.m.
28 Heating & Cooling
CARRIER 12,500 BTU.
Good condition. $85.00.
Call 753-6280 after 5.





per month. Call 753-8216.
TRAILER SPACE for rent.
Nice shady lot on N. 4th
Street. Sewerage and city
water. Call 753-5228.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer





One Used Cat Motor Grader 212 (as is)
Three Used Dodge Dump Trucks (no beds) for parts
only)
For sale to the highest bidder (sealed bids). Bids
must be submitted in writing to the County At-
torney's Office, Courthouse, Murray, Kentucky, by
1:00 p.m., Thursday, August 14, 1975.
Equipment may be seen at the County Road Barn





Radio and Recording Artists
The Good News Singers
The Kings Sons.
MURRAY MIDDLE SCHOOL -
Friday August 8, 1975
Adults $2.50 Children $1.00
TWO BEDROOM, fur-
nished or partially fur-
nished or unfurnished,
gas heat. Call 489-2595.
ONE BEDROOM furnished
• apartment. Adjacent to
University CAmpus. Air
conditioned. Very nice









washer, washer and dryer
hookup. Central heat and
air, patio. $150.00. Call
753-7550.
MURRAY MANOR - All



















ment for 4 or 5 college
Small 3 bedroom fur-
nished house for college
girls or college boys.
Call 753-5865 days or




34 Houses For Rent
850.00 DEPOSIT, no pets,
available August 15. Call
753-6069.
COUPLES ONLY. No pets.
Call 753-2987.
36. For Rent Or lease
THREE BEDROOM house
in Lakeway Shores. Two
level with fireplace, large
lot, garden space, garage,
storage room large porch
and good view of lake.




trailer, 2 axle electric
z_ktraile&-f'") he. Ireeft-siturgoyAtolgurdc --
Thornton Tile and
















120 lbs., 22 months.
Perfect farm dog. $75.00.
Call 753-7508.
39. Poultry Supplies
FOR SALE one year old
laying hens. $1.25 each.
Lexie Watson. Call 489-
2182.
40. Produce
PURPLE HULL peas for
sale. $3.00 bushel. You
pick your own, and bring






bicycle, guitar, toys, tape
player, tape recorder,
and misc. Thursday, 2 p.
m.-7 p. m. 1600 Hermitage
Place.
YARD SALE. Eight party,
french telephone, sewing
machine, household
items, milk cans. Other
items too numerous to
mention. Thursday,
August 7 from 9 a. m. to 6
p. m. Waldrop's Trailer




located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like ' to talk REAL
ESTATE.
THE QUALIFIED per-
sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call




Neat 4 bedroom, brick
veneer home has some
carpeting, some hard-
wood floors, fireplace,
dining room, on nice deep
lot. $28,500. Contact Boyd-
Majors Real Estate 105 N.
12th, or call 753-8080.
VERY NICE 3 bedroom
frame home in city with
new carpet, living room,
dining room, fireplace,
nice drapes, large lot on
quiet street, screened in
sun porch, all for only
$15,500. Moffitt Realty
Co., 206 South 12th, 753-
3597.
FIVE ACRE tracts in the
Ken Shores Estates near
Chandler Park at Hamlin,
Ky. These are located in
an exclusive development
on Kerby Jennings Trail.
Only a short distance to
lake and boat launching
facilities. Electric and
phone are in the area. On
black top road.
Reasonably priced. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor 505
Main Street, Murray, Ky.
Office 5021 753-0101
Residence (502) 753-7531.
46. Homes For Sale
-WALLIS DR
*PRESCRIPTIONS _
*HOSPITAL SUPPUES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
THREE BEDROOM brick
with double garage.
Three years old. Carpeted
with drapes, air and
refrigerator and built-in
stove. A beautiful home at




acre, on 121 west. Five






OR RENT. Three bedroom





BY OWNER. Six room
house with large shady
lot. At Lynn Grove. Call
753-3593.
TWO STORY, four
bedroom brick, 2 full
baths, separate dining
room and family room in
very pleasant S. West
Murray neighborhood.
Lots of trees, well land-
scaped. Call 753-5249 for
appointment.
COLDWATER, 1 year,
new, large' 3 bedroom
house. Extra large lot, 2
car attached garage;
pati separate laundry
room, -Central' air 7a-nd
het, built-in range and
dishwasher. Ex-




The Calloway County Health Department will receive bids
for the construction of additions to and alterations of the
Calloway County Health Center until 2:00 p.m., current
time on August 13, 1975, at the Calloway County Health
Center, Murray Kentucky, at which time the bids will be
publicly opened and read aloud.
The Project consists of two additions to the existing
Calloway County Health Center and alterations of por
tions of the Health (eater.
Proposed forms of the Contract Documents including
Plans and Specifications are on file at the office of Peck
Associates, Inc., 801 Citizen's Bonk Building, Paducah,
Kentucky, and may be obtained after July 22, 1975.
Copies of the Contract Documents may be obtained by
Prime Bidders by depositing $25.00 with the Architect for
each set. Bid deposit will be refunded to each Bidder who
returns Plans, Specifications, and other Documents in
good condition to the Architect by August 22, 1975.
A satisfactory bid bond executed by Bidder and of ac
ceptable sureties in on amount equal to five per cent
(5%) of the bid shall be submitted with each bid.
The successful Bidder will be required to furnish and pay
for a satisfactory Performance Bond and Labor and
Material Payment Bond in thi amount of 100° of the.
Contract as provided for in the Specifications
The Owner reserves the right to reject any or all bids or
to waive any informalities in the bidding. No bid shall be
withdrawn for a period of thirty (30) days subsequent to
the opening of bids without Is consent gf the Owner.
Attention is called to the fact that not less than the
wham,* setwles and iekh 'in th
Specifications shall be paid on this Project.
R. L. Cooper, Administrator
t




Funeral services for Weldon
Lyles ol Benton Route Three,
Kirksey community, will be
held Thursday at two p. m. at
the _Mt. Carmel United
Methodist Church, where he
was a member, with Rev.
Johnson Easley and Rev. Gary
Mohler officiating, and the
church choir providing the
music.
Pallbearers will be Charles
and Loman Brown, Don and
Dale Nanny, Joe Brooks
Phillips, and J. D. Usrey, Burial
will be in the church cemetery
with the arrangements by the
Linn Funeral Home, Benton,
where friends may call.
Mr. Lyles, age 83, died
Tuesday at 5:25 a. m. at the
Benton Municipal Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Hontas Dunn Lyles; three
daughters.rerrtMich 
mm  Mrs. Dave HsJo:rers, -
Brown, Hardin Route One, and
Mrs. Charles Nanny, Murray
Route Two; one son, Larry D.
Lyles, Murray Route Five; one
sister, Mrs. Gertie Phillips, two
half sisters, Mrs. Hilda
Youngblood and Mrs. Robbie
Gore, one half brother, Lannie
Lyles, seven grandchildren, and
two great 'grandchildren.
Services To Be For
Mrs. Richardson
The time for funeral services
of Mrs. Mary Alice Richardson
remains undetermined pending Funeral services .will be_. Compton and Donald Ra_y_Scolt, .._.Puryear,Terni.„died Monday at
''thtt arfiv4.11 --fltriftir"it'aft'llave'been -chdried—NO:trItitr"-- --eleven p. in. atherhorrie: Her
Reed who is serving with the U. chapel of the Brinkapf-i-lowell degree murder charges for the . death at the age of 44I) followed
S. Air Force in Thailand. Funeral Home in Cape
Services will probably be Girardeau, Mo., with Rev. J.
Friday at the chapel of the Max 'Ray Trotter officiating. Burial
H. Churchill Funeral Home.with,-..swill NI in the City Cemetery at
James W. Martin
Dies At 'Houston
Word has been received of the
death of James W. Martin of
Houston, Texas, who has many
relatives in Murray and
Calloway County.
Mr. Martin was a retired
teacher having taught seven-
teen years at Black Junior High
School, Houston, Texas. He was
a deacon and member of the
South Main Baptist Church
there.
His wife was the former Ann
Crawford, and they have visited
here several times in the homes
of Mr. and Mrs. Wade
Crawford, Mr. and Mrs. Joel
Crawford, Dr. and Mrs. Finney
Crawford, Mr. and Mrs. Nix
Crawford, Mrs. Eula Crawford,
Mr. and Mrs. Bun Swann, Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Douglas, Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Seavers, and Mr.
and Mrs. Humphreys Key.
Funeral services were held at
Houston with burial in the
Hopewell Cemetery at Nor-
manger, Texas.






The funeral services for
Travis Lax, one of Henry
County's most prominent farm
leaders, will be held Thursday
at two p.m. at the Buchanan
United Methodist Church,
Buchanan, Tenn.
Burial will be in the Bethel
Cemetery with the
arrangements by the McEvoy
Funeral Home of Paris, Tenn.,
where friends may call.
Brother-In-Law Of
Mrs. Reeder Dies
Ed Ross of Erin, Term., died
Monday at 8:30 p.m. at the
Trinity Hospital there. He was
69 years of age.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Ettrice Wheatley Ross, to whom
he was married on July 21, 1928.
and two sons, Vernon and
Robert Ross, Erin, Term.; four
daughters, Mrs. Jeannett
Bagett and Mrs. Betsy Hagler,
Erin, Tenn., Miss Gearldean
Ross, Stewart, Term., and Mrs
Shirley Brzezicki, Del Ridder,




Local survivors are a sister-
in-law, Mrs. Margaret Reeder,
and a nephew, Jimmy
Wheatley, both of Murray.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday at two p.m. at the
Arlington Presbyterian Church,
Erin, Term., with Rev. E. C.
.Shepard and ReV.—Flatifal
Reeves officiating. Burial will
be in the Arlington Cemetery
with the arrangements by the
Nave Funeral Home, Erin,
where friends may call.
Mrs. George White
Dies At Age 48
At Puryear Home
J. Hugh May, a member of
the Murray State University




Rev. Julian Welch officiating Morley, Mo.
and Gus Robertson, Jr., Mr. May, inducted into the
providing the music. Burial will MSU Hall of Fame in 1967,
be in the Martin's Chapel played football, basketball, and
Cemetery. baseball for the Thoroughbreds
Friends may call at the tram 1927 to 1929. He was
-funeral home. captain of the 1928 team and
Mrs. Richardson, age 94, wife second leading scorer of the
of the late Bates Richardson, 1927 team. As a football half-
died Monday at 6:30 p. m. at the back, he scored 133 points in
Murray-Callaway County three years and set the MSU
Hospital. record for the longest pass
Survivors are one daughter, interception runback-98 yards.
Mrs. Harlan Bagwell, Puryear, The deceased was 70 years of
Tenn., Iwo sons, James Ryan_ lige and is survived by his wife,
Richardson of Royal Oak, Mrs. Ruth Kaiser May to whom
Mich., and Frank Reed of
Thailand; five grandchildren;
two great grandchildren.
he was married in 1933, and one
sister, Mrs. Forrest Watson of
Sikeston, Mo.
Travis Las
Mr. Lax, age 62, died Monday
night following a shooting at his
home the same night in which
he and his wife, who was also
shot and is listed in fair con-
dition at the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris. Two
Murray men, Terry Mitchell
shooting, according to Henry
County Sheriff Leon Williams.
Survivors of Mr. Lax are his
wife, the former Dathel
Lemonds, who he married
December 26, 1934; one
daughter, Miss Betty Lax,
Paris, Tenn.; two sons, William
Travis Lax,- Memphis, Tenn.,
and John Louis Lax, Evansville,
Ind.; five sisters, Mrs. Lurlie
Marie Rowlett, Buchanan,
Tenn., Mrs. Bedie May
Newman, Henderson, Mrs.
Maggie Adams, Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Lora Smith, St.
Petersburg, Fla., and Mrs.
Earline Taylor, Buchanan,
Tenn.; three brothers, John and
Stonewall Lax of Buchanan,
Tenn., and Wade Lax of
Chicago, Ill.; five grand-
children.
Mrs. George ( Dortha Jean)
White of Puryear Heights,
an illness of about one year.
She was born March 7, 1927, in
Henry County and was the
daughter of Marshall Clayton
and the late Lottie Morgan
Clayton. She and Mr. White
were married in October 1959.
Mrs. White is survived by her
husband and one son, Keith
White, Puryear, Tenn,; her
father, Marshall Clayton, Paris,
Tenn.; three sisters, Mrs.
Brenda Hicks, Puryear, Tenn.,
Mrs. Lucille Boyd and Mrs.
Tommie McGuire, Paris, Tenn.
Funetal services are being
held today at two p. m. at the
LeDon Chapel, Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris, Tenn.a.voith
Rev. H. B. Hudson, pastor of
Puryear Baptist Church, of-






We made huge purchlbses months ago from the Diamond
Centers of the world, prior to sharp price increases. This
fact, coupled with our traditional, price reductions for
our Annual Diamond Sale make these savings possible.
Each & Every Ladies & Gents Clusters
Discounted For This Gigantic
Annual Cluster Sales Event!




Be! Air Shopping And Save
Open 1111 8:30 Fri. Nite r Open Fri Nil
Diamonds Slightly Enlarged to Show Exquisite Detail Till 8:30
Newspaper Links Hoffa's Foster
Son With Teamstes Union Rival
DETROIT ( AP) — The St.
Louis Post Dispatch reported
today that the foster son of
missing ex-Teamster President
Jimmy Hoffa — who served as
Hoffa's bodyguard — was seen
in the company of a close asso-
ciate of Teamsters President
Frank Fitzsimmons, Hoffa's ri-
val for Teamster leadership,
the day after Hoffa dis-
appeared.
Hoffa's family has said it is
looking for Charles "Chuckie"
O'Brien, Hoffa's foster son,
since Thursday — the day after
Hoffa disappeared. And the
FBI also has said they would
like to question O'Brien.
A man who identified himself
as O'Brien called The Detroit
News Tuesday night and said:
"I don't want to tell you where
I'm at but I'm out of town. I'm
safe and all right." A Detroit
telelvision station received a
similar call. The station was
A01d O'Brien was away an union
business.
Hazel Lodge F. & A. M.
Plans Meet On Friday
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet
Friday, August 8, at 7:30 p. m.
at the Lodge Hall.
Work will be in the
Fellowcraft degree and all
Masons are invited to attend,
according to Bruce Wilson,
Master of the lodge.
Hoffa's daughter, Mrs. Bar-
bara Crancer, told The Associ-
ated Press today that the fami-
ly still had not heard from
O'Brien. All we're asking is
for him to tell the truth," she
said.
Mrs. Crancer would not
elaborate on what she meant
by that, nor would she say if
the family believes O'Brien is
linked in some way to the dis-
appearance of the former
Teamster chief.
The Post-Dispatch quoted un-
named sources as saying that
O'Brien had been seen getting
into a car on the morning after
Hoffa's disappearance. The
sources said the car was driven
by a man close to Fitzsimmons,
but the sources refused to iden-
tity the man.
The sources also told the
Post-Dispatch that O'Brien got
into the car about 7 a.m.
Thursday near the Machus Red
Fox rest.auranL Hoffa was last 
seen outside the restaurant last
Wednesday afternoon.
Friends said it was not un-
usual for O'Brien to be missing
for days at a time, but that it
was expected he would want to
be with the Hoffa family during
their ordeal.
Hoffa selected his onetime
close friend/Fitzsimmons to be-
come Teamster president after
Hoffa was forced to step down
from the post, but they became
bitter rivals when Hoffa tried
Murray Country Club Board
Of Directors Meets Monday
The board of directors of the
Murray Country Club Monday
night postponed until a later
date the calling bf another
general membership meeting
for the purpose of determining
the next major step in the club's




saying "we need to wait until all
present projects have been
completed and we know exactly
where we stand badgetwise."
In May, 1974, the club
membership voted- to spend
may for. improvements in
and Tdditions to its existing
facilities. Proposed was the
construction of a bathhouse in
the swimming pool area along
with an addition to the
clubhouse.
The bathhouse since has been
constructed and is being used
this summer for the first time.
Because of rapidly-rising
building costs, however, con-
struction of the proposed
clubhouse addition has been
repeatedly delayed.
At another general mem-
bership meeting in June it was
decided that the next capital
construction project at the club
would be the remodeling of both
the men and ladies' restroom
and locker areas. This work is
virtually complete, Director
Buddy Buckingham told the
board Monday night.
Although the board had been
considering calling a special
meeting of the general mem-
bership to further explore the
clubhouse expansion program
following the June meeting, this
action was deferred until a later
date upon the president's
recommendation.
In other action Monday night,
the board:
—Authorized extensive
repairs to the roof of the
clubhouse and the relocation of
electric lines coming into it, the
total estimated cost of which
,vas given as $8,000.
—Authorized the installation.
of a smaller cooling and heating
system for the clubhouse to
permit the elimination of the
cooling or heating of the entire
facility at times when only
portions of it was being used,
thereby saving evergy.
—Authorized Club Pro Jimmy
Sullivan and his maintenance
crew to construct additional
shelter for the club's equip-
ment.
—Directed that a letter of
appreciation be sent to Joe
Reitroat and his committee in
recognition of the highly-
successful 16th annual Murray
Invitational Tournament,
played at the club July 26-27.
—Authorized the planning of a
special dinner for all new
members who have joined the
club within the past year, and
approved membership ap-
plications of: Edward Ken and
Carolyn Adams, Route 2,
Murray; William E. and
Kathryn Freeman, 819 North
20th Street; Frank L. ( Larry )
and Janie Ryan, Route 7,
Murray; and Capt. David and
Donna Carr, 1710 Plainview
Drive.
—Authorized the paving and
remodeling of the open area















13 Husband of buildings
Gudrun 6 Latin
14 Anglo-Saxon conjunction
money 7 In music.
15 More high
beloved 8 Disturbance
17 Preposition 9 Thief
18 Prohibit • 10 Spoken
19 Rage 11 Diminish
21 Article of 113 Christian
furniture festival
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Dixfr be t'n$lI'S Froisre Syndics e. me
to reassert his control of the
union upon his release from
jail.
Hoffa was released from fed-
eral prison in 1971 after former
President Richard M. Nixon
commuted his 13-year sentence
on the condition that the former
union boss not engage in union
activities until 1980.
Hoffa is appealing the restric-
tion in the courts, arguing the
union ban was a deal worked
out by the White House and
Fitzsimmons.
Meanwhile, the FBI said it is
studying some of Hoffa's pri-
vate notes in an effort to re-
trace activities of the ex-Team-
ster boss just before he dis-
appeared, a source said today.
FBI officals also said they
would like to question O'Brien,
who was raised by Hoffa from.
the age of 3, but there is no
official search for the 41-year-
old O'Brien, himself a Team-
-stars' offi,"..L___ 
The family alsesaid today
that it had received nocespon-
ses to its offer Tuesday of a




The Sigma Kindergarten will
open on Tuesday, September 2,
at the regular kindergarten
room at Robertson school.
Parents who have previolisly
enrolled their children will
receive letters stating the time
for their child to come during
the_first week. _ _-
Teachers for this year for the
Kindergarten are Mrs. Donnie
'Foust and Mrs. Shirley Winters.
Openings for both the mor-
ning and afternoon sessions are
available. Any persons in-
terested in enrolling their
children or if any questions
concerning the kindergarten,




Revival Services will be held
at the Coles Carpi) Ground
United Methodist Church
starting Sunday, August 10, and
continuing through Friday,
August 15, with services each
evening at 7:45 p.m.
Rev. Coy Garrett of Murray
will be the evangelist for the
services. Bro. Garrett is
presently pastor of the In-
dependence United Methodist
Church. He has previously
served as pastor of Hazel,
Masons Chapel, Good Shepherd,




services will be held with the
pastor, Bro. Charles Yancy,
bringing the message at ten
a.m. with Sunday School at
10:45 a.m. The Church Pastor
and congregation invite the
public to attend any or all of the
services.
STOCK MARKET
Prices of stacks of local Interest at noon
today furnished to the Ledger & Times by
CM Simon Co. are as follows:
Airco 19% -;t1
Amer. Motors 6 -44
Ashland Oil 21 unc
A.T. & T.  , 48% -14-
Boise Cascade 20% -44
Ford WS +44
Gen. Motors 4914 -1%







Quaker Oats 16% +21
Republic Steel 30% +%
Singer 12% Ait
Tappan  +%
Western Union 14 44
Zenith  -%
Prices of stock of local interest at noon,
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, S....am,  of _
1141Erray, are as follows!
U.S. Homes  Stec.
Kaufman & Broad 714 -1/4
Ponderosa Systems I% -%
Kimberly Clark WI AS
Union Carbide ' SI% +SS.
W. R. Grace 2754 -%
Texaco 2(14 -14
General Elec 44% Ais
rorgCia 10% unc.acific 41% +%
Pfizer . .. ......... . 26% +14
Jim Walters ,  36% Ali
Kirsch (  13 -%
Disney 424e +54
Franklin Mint 24 unc
Do something nice
for yourself this summer!
Come to Brownfield's
'Total You' Clinic!
Spend a bit of your summer vacation on something
that's both fun and useful - 8rownfield's 'Total You'
Fashion and Self-Improvement Clinic. In five two-hour
sessions, everts will give talks, tipso and demon-
strations on make-up, skin and hair care diet. public
speaking and conversational skills, fashion modeling
and more. And for a big finale, the courses will end
with a fashion show given by the students for their
parents. The five session course costs only $10. Hours:
10 a.m. to 12 Noon, Tues. Aug. 12, Thurs. Aug 14, Mon.
Aug. 18, Wed. Aug. 20 and Fri. Aug. 22. Make your
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Final Regu
Disposal Of
Rules published in the
Federal Register implement a
nation-wide program by the U.
S. Army Corps of Engineers to
protect the quality of the waters
of the United States against
environmentally harmful
discharges of dredged or fill
materials. While the regulation
clarifies and expands for
pollution control the long-
established Corps jurisdiction
making it parallel to the
coverage of the Environmental
Protection Agency, many less
harmful activities are excluded
to produce a workable program.
The final regulation which
was developed in close
cooperation with EPA, was
published in compliance with an
order of the U. S. District Court
for the District of Columbia
issues on March 27, 1975. Some
4,000 comments received on the
slraft regulation published May
6 have been considered in the
participation of the interim
final rules published today.
Assistant Secretary of the
Army, Victor V. Veysey, an-
nounced that the Corps will
gradually expand its
jurisdiction in a three-phase
program over the next two
years. Phase I - effective with
today's notice in the Federal
Register, extends the existing
permit procedures now ap-
plicable to traditional navigable
waters of the United States to
also include adjacent wetlands.
These wetlands have been
identified as an eridangered and.
valuable resource. Phase II -
effective July 1, 1976, will
initiate regulation of discharges
of dredged or fill mati....rial into
primary tributaries of
navigable waters of the United
States, natural lakes greater
than five acres in surface areas,
and their adjacent wetlands.
Phase III - after July 1, 1977,
will extend the Corps of
Engineers' authority as
directed by Congress to
regulate discharges of dredge
or fill material into other waters
generally up to the headwaters,
where streams flow les:s'
five cubic feet per second.
Discharges of dredge
material and the placement of
fill material that are necessary
for the construction of any
structures in waters of the
United States are covered by
the program. However,
Secretary Veysey listed a
number of examples of ac-
tivities which are not included
in the program. No permits will
be required for operations other
than dredge of fill; for work
outside of navigable waters as
defined; for normal farming,
ranching and forestry
operations, such as plowing,
seeding, cultivating, and
harvesting; for disposal of
dredged or fill material in most
man-made canals such as
drainage and irrigation ditches;
for dredged or fill for con-
servation or erosion control in
areas outside navigable waters;
and, maintenance and
emergency repairs of dikes,
dams, levees, rip-rap, break-
waters, and causeways. The
regulation also includes a
"grandfather clause" which
"permits" dredge or fill
projects that are completed by
today. Additionally, permits
The Opening Day of the 1975
Kentucky State Fair will indeed
be a grand opening. Tuesday,
August 12, the first day of the
Fair, is Governor's Day. And it
is also Youth and Family Day.
The Fair runs through Satur-
day, August 23.
Opening Day ceremonies
begin at 10:-00 a. m., on the TV
Showcase stage in front of
Freedom Hall. Governor Julian
Carroll will preside over the
activities. The Executive
Director of Kentucky Fair and









Crewel Embroidery Cross Stitch Quilts
Cross Stitch Latch & Hook Rugs
g'd Paint& Needle Point & Afghan Kits .c)
caUlaWSWIVOMO6IYODERST000O0W-,
;VIIMURRAY Bel An Center
MAYFIELD On The Square
PADUCAH Downtown & Crossroads
. -
• UI Inv.% hthelyti tit -411m
cittintr‘ lot ”ragiii •
.•11•• oluls 'pen., 31. 071
will not be required for minor
work started prior to
blication of today's notice




becomes ive upon its
publication, an ,,additional
comment period of 90 4ays and
a series of public hear will
be offered throughout the
so that the public can comm
further on any of its provisions.
These comments will be
reviewed and the regulation and
modified as necessary.
Secretary Veysey concluded
that, "We recognize that this
program directed by Congress
will result in the Federal
regulation of many dredged or
fill discharge activities which
have never before been subject
--to Corps permits _or to thin
degree of beneficial water
quality protection, therefore,
we strongly urge the public to
review and comment further on
this interim final regulation in
order that it can be modified,
where necessary and legally
permissible, to fully address
your concerns, desires, goals,
and objectives."
Johnston, and members of the
Kentucky State Fair Board will
Aso be on hand.
The sounds of the Allen
County Scottsville Patroit High
School Band will help set the
mood for the Fair's opening.
During Youth Day, young
people 18 and under pay only 25
cents admission at the gate—all
day. Of course, between 7:00 a.
m. and 11:00 a. m., the ad-
mission price for a carload is
only $1.50, every day of the Fair
except Saturday, August 16, and
Sunday, August 17.
Also on Youth and Family
Day, everyone in the family can
experience the thrills and chills
of Deggeler's Spectacular
Magic Midway at a discount.
Coupons from specially marked
cartons of Coca-Cola (plus
$1.001 may be redeemed for five
ride tickets at booths at the
Midway.
In addition to all the fine
talent which performs free each
day at the Fair, Opening Day
features a special attraction.
Back in the 1950's when the
International Fiddle Cham-
pionship was held at the Ken-
tucky State Fair, Sleepy Marlin
won it seven times. The
champion fiddler and his sons
,r=)
PC:, will be appearing on August 12,
K=' and again on August 16 and 17,
0:=>
<=> in two daily shows on the TV
<=:, Showcase, at 3:00 p. m. and 7:00
••:=:•
Out on the "Horizon '75" of
the Fair, things are looking
bright for Opening Day
g rap It I p Thix inith
Winnenl• Suede Wither wrap
Pant Cunt, trimmed in
frustell-if•-mforch himb.•
Regular $88. Sizes .1- I.;
KENTUCKY F.F A
ILA OEP 5/s-, :O.Alf4d4t.;
CENTER
Six members of the Callowa nty Chapter of the Future Farmers of America, shown left to
-right, Joe Dan_layloc,ShenSykes.M Wilson, Charles [Pock liarrY ictselik and KerrY
with their advisor, Larry Gilbert, attendçj the Kentucky FFA Leadership Training Center, Har-
dinsburg, July 21-25. They attended five on our classes each day relating to FFA officers, chap-
ter organization and operation, and specia terests, and also participated in organized
recreational programs. Wilson was selected to se e on the Camp Council, received a Leader-
ship Award for the week Stone won first place in hIti4ass in the Tractor Driving Contest and
also one of a two member team that won the camp ho race; Enoch entered the Camp FFA
quiz contest; Joseph was selected to play in the All-Star soft ame.
It's Banana Festival time in
Fulton again, and topping the
bill this year will be a one-ton
banana pudding.
The 13th annual banana
celebration is scheduled for
Aug. 12-16.
Sara Buzhart, president of the
International Banana Festival,
explained that the festival was
originated to commemorate the
days when trains shipping
bananas would stop in Fulton
for ice. She stated that Fulton
was the entry point for the
trains from the southern part of
the United States to the north.
Now, most bananas are
shipped by trucks, so the
festival is actually a program of
diplomacy between Fulton and
the Latin American banana
exporters, according to Mrs.
Buzhart.
During the festival, Fulton
will play host to 14 Latin
-American children, and they




the festival includes Danny
Davis and the Nashville Brass
on Aug. 15, The Marimba Band
il bloR PUTT-PUTT SPEEDWAY
reg. 13.88
1  1 97
All the fun of big car racing! Con-
tains 2 drivers, 2 cars, 2 fans, T.V.









A pretty 32" tall doll that
walks, has brush ,& rollers,
Available in 6 assorted out-
fits.
Beautiful 19" baby with soft
body, vinyl arms & legs,
sleerng eyes, plus mych
MO1 1.
7 PSEMAN






orite. She talks and
is 15-inches tall.
•• VIP •.••••,1 isvo"'"
Equal Opporturi0 frnplo,er
from Guatemala performing
nightly, the Lakeside Singers
scheduled for Aug. 14 and Dick
and Anne Albin on Aug. 15.
An old fiddler concert is
scheduled for Aug. 13, and a
rocking chair marathon will
begin Aug. 8, continuing until
the last rocker stops rocking.
Friday, Aug. 15 has been
designated Governor's Day. •
Kentucky Gov. Julian Carroll
and Tennessee Gov. Ray
Blanton are scheduled to attend
a noon luncheon in this town
split by the Kentucky-
Tennessee border. The lun-
cheon also will honor Fulton's
founding fathers.
The festival will be
climaxed—providing the
rocking chair marathon is not
still rocking—by the Grand
Parade on Saturday, Aug. 16.
Following the parade, the one-
ton banana pudding, made by a
local milk company, will be
served free at the Fulton City
Park.
Throughout the week-long
festival, plans are to close Lake
Street, Fulton's main thorough-
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Can't Judge Letter By
Its Postmark Anymore
WASHINGTON ( API — The
Postal Service soon will be
stamping the names of cities on
letters, but the postmark won't
necessarily be the place where
a letter is mailed.
The postmarks that will ap-
pear under the new program
will be those of about 250 cities
that have mail-processing cen-
ters, postal officials said Mon-
day.
Since 1970 the Postal Service
has been marking first-class
letters only with the name of
the state and the zip code of
the city where the letter was
processed but with no city
name.
The new procedure means
that persons living in medium-
sized and large cities will have
their hometown marked on
their letters. However, letters
deposited in small-population
areas will bear the postmark of
a larger city.
The new postmarks, the out-
-growth of a test conducted ear-
lier this year, will begin in sev-
eral months after the required
equipment is available, postal
officials said.
We received only favorable
comments from our customers
during the test, indicating ac-
ceptance wide enough to war-
rant implementation on a na-
tionwide basis," Postmaster
General Benjamin F. Bailar
said in announcing the change.
Postal officials say that a pol-
icy will be continued that al-
lows anyone to obtain a post-
mark from a city or town by
going to the local post office.
Letters can be dropped in spe-
cially marked slots to obtain
the postmark of the city of
mailing or window clerks can
be asked to give the hometown
postmark.
A Postal Service spokesman
said that when the Post Office
began using area mail-process-
ing centers, it was decided to
use only the state abbreviation
and the zip code of the process-
ing area.
"There was some feeling that
some people wouldn't want to
have the name of a larger city
on their letters," the spokes-
man said.
Now, however, the 90-day test
conducted at 20 area mail-proc-
essing centers shows otherwise,
he said. "Under the new pro-
gram, you'll be able to know at
least the area where the letter
came from," he said.
Colby Says JA Doing Few
Covert Operations Abroad
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Cen-
tral Intelligence Director Wil-
liam E. Colby says covert CIA
operations abroad are down to
'almost nothing" now but that
heavy use could be required
again some time in the future.
Colby gave the assessment
Monday to the Select House in-
telligence committee, which to-
day questions Assistant ecre-
tary of Defense Albert Hall on
defense intelligence spending.
Colby said the CIA is con-
ducting only limited covert op-
erations now both because of
the world situation and because
of -this present atmosphere of
sensationalism" over in-
telligence.
"Consequently we have to re-
strain ourselves to what would
be in the interests of our na-
tion," Colby said. But he said
at another point, "I think it is
very important to our country
that we keep the capability to
--
do this kind of covert activity
in the future because the world
situation can change in the next
five or ten years."
—Colby gave the committee de-
tails on total U.S. intelligence
costs in closed session Monday
afternoon but committee mem-
bers refused afterward to say if
he confirmed previous unoffi-
cial estimates of about $6 bil-
lion per year.
One member said only that
the $9 billion figure he had
heard previously turned out to
be "too heavy."
Chairman Otis G. Pike, 13-
N.Y., who had expressed con-
cern whether the committee
could get anything by going
into closed session, told news-
men later he was satisified that
Colby had answered all the
questions he could.
Colby gave "hard figures,"
Pike said. He said the com-
mittee must go on to the prob-
lern of definition and decide
whether other activities for
which cost figures are available
should be added to Colby's in-
telligence cost figure.
Pike had questioned going
into closed session to hear Col-
by because he said President
Ford's budget director, James
T..Lynn, had.offered_te give
tails in closed session last Fri-




Your 1975 Investment-am seed, fertilizer,
labor and chemicals is too great for you to
take a chance with hail.
See us about your
Hail Insurance
Now





Owen Billington Thomas Scruggs
753-4751
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
State Police Commissioner
Truett Ricks has adopted two
new policies to encourage
troopers to go to college.
One allows a trooper, who
has been on the force one year,
to drive his cruises to and from
college. The other allows troop-
ers a 12-month leave of absence
to attend college full-time.
Of the nearly 800 troopers
now on the force, 45 have bach-
elors degrees and four have
masters degrees. The average
trooper has more than one year
of college.
Ricks has a doctorate degree
and was assistant deap of East-
ern Kentucky University's
School of Law Enforcement
when he became commissioner
last January.
Through an agreement with
Eastern in 1972, new troopers
get 22 college credit hours for
law enforcement, psychology
and sociology courses they take
in cadet training.
Twenty to 50 per cent of the
troopers in the last six cadet
classes have had some college
before they started.
Ricks said a college educa-
tion should enhance a police-
man's performance but is no
substitute for such traditional
credentials as courage, integri-
ty, dedication and on-the-job
practical experience.
"I'm not advocating that the
force become a bunch of egg-
heads," he said. "But I think if
you have a policeman with both
gOod practical skills backed up
by a sound, relevant education,












Calloway County Fair Grounds (Hwy. 121 N.)









Former Cement Worker Goes On Killing Spree
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (AP) —
Police say they are baffled by
the actions of an unemployed
cement worker who allegedly
battered eight persons with a
claw hammer, fatally injuring
one.
"We don't know what caused
him to — how would you say it
— flip out. For some reason he
just completely went berserk,"
said Springfield Police Chief
William Ascher.
Frank H. Sherry, 25, of
Springfield was charged with
eight counts of aggravated bat-
tery after the attacks Monday.
He was listed in serious condi-
tion in a hospital where he un-
derwent treatment for a
slashed wrist, officials said.
Mercer Hopper, 68, of
Springfield died of injuries re-
ceived during an attack by a
hammer-wielding assailant. Of
the others attacked, two were
in critical condition, one was in
serious condition and a 6-year-
old girl was in satisfactory con-
dition.
Police gave this account of
the incident:
Sherry first killed a cat in his
apartment and then attacked
two workers, Hopper and Tom-
son Dace, 74, in his apartment
building. Dace was listed in
critical condition.
The assailant then went to
the rear of a neighboring apart-
ment building, where he beat
John Birdsong Jr., 51. Birdsong
also was listed in critical condi-
lion.
He then drove eight blocks to
a drugstore, where he struck
five other persons. One of
them, Augusta Stone, 65, was
listed in serious condition,
while Rhea Reed, 6, was in sat- The brief supports arguments
isfactory condition, made in the suit that due proc-
Joseph Jordan and Edward ess and equal protection sec-
and Irma May Cropp were also
injured at the store, but were
treated and released from the
hospital.
KBA Asks That Court System Be Overhauled
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Bar Association
Monday filed a brief before the
U.S. Supreme Court supporting
a lawsuit asking that the state's
court system be declared un-
constitutional.
A gas station attendant said
he watched Sherry get out of
his car and chase three, chil-
dren, knocking one of then
down.
tions of the constitution are vio-
lated by having police court
judges who are not lawyers.
The suit was filed by Lonnie
Norh of Hai Ian County, ar-
rested last year for driving
while intoxicated. He was de-
nied a jury trial by C.B. Rus-
sell, city judge of Lynch, and









at Market 414 Furniture
414 N. Market St., Paris, Tenn.
FREE! 
Up To $3,000" Without
• Cost or Obligation
To all customers who purchase any furniture
on a given day between August 7th and
•
August 30th
Roles: NO OBLIGATION FOR ANY ONE: MARKET 414 FUR-
NITURE will have a p-rominient-citizen draw from a-
hat ONE DAY (not including: Sunday) between
August 7th and August 30th. The FULL AMOUNT of all
purchases (except sales tax and layaways) made
on the day drawn from the hat will be refunded IN
CASH TO ALL CUSTOMERS, who made a purchase on
that day whether it be $1.00 or $3,000°°.
(Maximum -cash refund of '3,000" per customer).
Drawing will be made by a prominient citizen on
September 2 at 1:00 p.m. at Market 414 Furniture.
SPECIAL MY DAY PRICES
Prices Good Through Tuesday, August 12th
ft Bassett Recliners
Lane Cedar Chest
Broyhill 4 Seater Sofa 96"
Hickory Lane Living Room Suites
Kroehler 3 pc. Living Room Suite
Tappan Refrigerator
Lea 4 pc. Country Pine Bedroom Suite
Singer 8 pc. Dining Room Suite Tacteir8;6
Imperial 7 pc. Dinette Set
Edison Air Conditioner 26,000 BTU
Reg. $99.95 Now $7995
Reg. $99.00 Now $7995
Reg. '599.00 Now $47900
Reg. $899.00 Now $77900
Reg. '699.00 Now $57900
Reg. '329.00 Now $27900
Reg. $629.00 Now $57900
Reg. $529.00 Now .$41900
Reg. $99.00 Now $7900
Reg. $399.00 Now $3790
SI;
Many Other Bargains
35,000 Square of fine furniture direct from factory
Free Delivery-30 day Layaway; open 8:30 til 6:00 p.m. Fri. 8:30-8:00
Market 414 Furniture
Geraldine & Terry Sykes, Mgr.
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Limit 1 with S7.50 Add. Pur,
Excluding Tob. & Dairy Products.





































































Beet. Pork. or Chicken 3
994
$349





When Dennis Corwin, age 83, of Murray, retired from business of 1956 he decided to
take up woodworking as a hobby. Now, 19 years later, Corwin's hobby is more of a full
time business, He sells wooden items such as candle holders (center, below), wooden
keys, flower baskets, etc. to the Kentucky State Parks system. Below Corwin is shown






Baby Girl Gibson ( mother
Helen), Rt. 1, Kirksey, Baby
Ctrl Tatlock (mother Diana),
Rt. 5, Murray, Baby Girl
Ridolfo ( mother Susanne, 1003
S. 16th., Murray.
DISMISSALS
Thomas P. Sholar, 413 S.
11th., Murray, Mrs. l'itary K.
White and Baby Girl, No. 6
Zimmerman Apts., Murray,
Mrs. Dorothy J. Hopkins, Rt. 2,
Box 52, Murray, Mrs. Geneva
Farris. Rt. 4, Box 560, Murray,
Milford L. Mathis, Rt. 2,
Murray, Master Jamie W.
M)rick, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tn.,
Mrs. Vicki L. Puckett, Rt. I,
Alrno, Mrs. Anita Thomas, 508
Richardson, Murray, Mrs. Judy
S. Feezor, Rt. 2, Dover, Tn.,
Aaron E. Chapman, 209
Woodlawn, Murray, Mrs. Julia
E. West, 401 S. 8th., Murray,
Mrs. Mary A. Richardson
(expired), Box 3, Puryear, Tn.
Photos by Did Frank
Contract With TVA To
Employ CETA Workers
FRANKFORT, Ky.—New
hiking trails for vacationers
visiting the Land Between the
Lakes Will be one outcome of a
Department for Human
Resources ( DHR 1 contract with
the federal Tennessee Valley
Authority (TVA).
"As important as the result,"
said C. Leslie - Dawson,
secretary of DHR, "is the
Ft. Riley, Kan. — Cadet Paul
W. Dunlap has attended an-
nual Army Reserve Officer's
Training Corps Camp, here.
He participated in six weeks
of practical field exercises
based upon the theories lear-
ned in the classroom the past
few years. At the conclusion
of the program, he was to be
commissioned 'a second
lieutenant'.
• The =son of Mrs. Alvena
Ounlap, 2/0.13arnelt St., Ham& -
Ky., is a student at Murray (Ify.)
State Universty.
(U. S. ARMY PHOTO) •
•
-
Ft. Riley, Kan. — Cadet
James T. Hughes has attended
annual Army Reserve Officers'
Training Corps camp, here.
He participated in six weeks
of practical field exercises
based upon the theories lear-
ned in the classroom the past
few years. At the conclusion
of the program, he was to be
commissioned a second
lieutenant.
The son of Mrs. Beatrice
Hughes, 405 N.- 1.4tr





A hupse that will generate its
.own lelectricity, collect rain-
water for household use and
operate 1tR own beating sys.:
tern is being built here by the
Science Research Council.
The house will have a wind
?owl; on the roof to generate
electricity with surplus ener-
-6 -̀rItlfellred tic! vaterard -
a wage-digest system will,
' produce methane for cooking
purpose
temporary employment of 30
disadvantaged, unemployed or
underemployed persons, who
have been hired by TVA to do
the work."
Using the Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act
ICETA) funds in the amount of
$87,100, TVA has been able to
hire five clerical and about 25
conservation helpers to work
through December. TVA's
portion is the cost is $25,000 for
administration expenses.
CETA is a federal manpower
program operated in 89 Ken-
tucky cowities by DHR. In the
remaining 31 Kentucky coun-
ties, local governments and an
employment agency sponsor
CETA programs.
"CETA helps fight rising
unemployment, consistently
high unemployment in pocket
areas and chronitally high
unemployment particular to
groups, such as older persons,






Kentucky Dam to form Ken-
tucky Lake. Since 1964, the
agency has been involved in
environmental education,
recreation, crop growing for
wildlife and resource
management projects in the
area, said Paul Russell of TVA
who helps administer the CETA
Project.
CETA-paid employes are
cutting new trails and
renovating old fruit orchards,
which were not allotted for in
TVA's budget for the year, said
Russell.
Workers make about $3 an
hour and work a 40-hour week.
One day a week, they par-
ticipate in training sessions held
at the TVA administration
-center and conducted by
Murray State University ,in-
structors.
Most of the workers are in
their 20s and 30s and most are
men, said Russell.
The temporary employment
project is designed to help in-
dividuals acquire marketable
skills and knowledge that will
make it easier for them to find
employment when the project
ends, noted Dawson.
- itottrers w ekistei for
job-finding assistance with






























, deodonr, Box of 30
POnS
_
Choice or Regular $ 1 28
or Super
Reg. $2.41
East Side of Square
Murray, Ky.





















1 lb Box 964
Ayds
Reducing Plan Candy
Thf candy that helps-Curb .
your appetite Choice of
Chocolate, ViminO, tThoclfe
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Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
A few delays likely. Also, your
powers or authority may be
challenged. Here is where your
quick thinking, acumen and
general good judgment will be
needed.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 1:54i;r4P
Care needed. in travel,
:tloii, educational- mat-
ters. There's a tendency toward
carelessness which could lead
to needless errors.
GEMINI
I May 22 to June 21) 111119-
You may find some real
values in seemingly unim-.
portant offerings. Don't dismiss
lightly. Neither make changes
in matters now running
smoothly.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23) 0(2)
Be circumspect in writings,
careful in signing papers,
handling the affairs of others.
__Accura y.eisential!
1July 24 to Aug. 23) 'so
Stellar influences excellent!
If any of your plans have been
stymied lately, THIS is the time
to try again! Imagination and
originality stimulated.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
A new approach may be
necessary in some areas, in
order to cope with unusual
situations but day, on the whole,
stimulates incentive.
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Ars
Do not become frustrated
over possible delays or disap-
pointments. With your innate
intelligence and ingenuity, you
can change those undersirable
situations.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Fine planetary influences.
With initiative and enterprise,
more than usual can be
achieved. Day will definitely
respond to spunk and pulling
power.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
It's not like you to throw your
weight around, demand and
command or give ultimatums,
but such tendencies prevail
now. So watch your tactics.
There's no use in alienating
others.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
The stars warn against you
vacillating, changing plans or
projects before they have been
given a fair chance. Be
steadfast. Nothing has changed




(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A day for listening well and
voicing honest opinions. Take
stock of why certain maneuvers
and tactics did not succeed in
the past and avoid them now.
( 
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(g
A day in which to get away
from routine. New scenes, new
places, new people could spark
a brand new interest in your
life, make it more stimulating.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine intellect
and rarely tap all of your many
resources during a lifetime.
You have a dynamic per-
sonality, are usually vibrant
and enthusiastic, but may drift
into moodiness at times. You
are a perfectionist at heart and
no matter what you undertake,
will do extremely well. You will
be happier in a profession than
in business, though your suc-
cess in that field is not
precluded. You would make a
brilliant lawyer or diplomat; an
outstanding classical musician
( especially with stringed in-
struments), a deft surgeon, a
painter or entertainer of note.
Birthdate of: Ralph Bunche,
U.S. statesman.
Miss Your Paper?
Subscribers who have not
Ireceived their hontr-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p. m. are urged
:to call 753-1916 between 5:30
. M. and -6 a, al. to inyvvo
delivery of the I newspaper.
Calls must be placed before 6
HIGDON'SSPECIALS THE OFWEEK!
PRICES IN THIS AD GOOD THROUGH SAT., AUG. 9TH ONLY!
REMEMBER. HIGDON'S. NO. 1 IN SERVICE. • •

















MATTRESS & BOX SPRINGS
FIRM - 11 YR. GUARANTEE
3TWIN $59" 4F/U611 7 9 9 5
SUPER FIRM, RELAX-0-PEDIC




4/6 FUR 1 0995
5 0 OUEENS14995
66 KING $19995



















DRIVE A LITTLE • • SAVE A LOTH
HIGDON'S. . . THE STORE KNOWN FOR
- THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES ON THE
HIGHEST QUALITY HOME FURNISHINGS!
PLENTY OF PAYED, FREE PARKING PHONE 247-7710
HIGDON FURNITURE STORES
MAYFIELD, KY. HIGHWAY 45, ACROSS FROM GENERAL TIRE.
Awl
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Employers May Seek Graduates Of Inmate Vocational Programs
FRANKFORT, Ky. — More
Kentucky employers may start
to tap an often ignored source of
skilled manpower — graduates
of the vocational training
programs offered to inmates
inside state prisons.
At least that's the strong
indication at the state refor-
matory at LaGrange, after
news about the opening of a tire-
recapping plant there prompted
a Hopkinsville recapper to
request the first two graduates
of a vocational course for in-
mates who would staff the
"That's something for an
Employee Of USDA Is Indicted In Lexington
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
U.S. Drug Administration
(USDA ) employe was indicted
by a federal grand jury in Lex-
ington Monday on charges of
violating USDA regulations on
warehouse tobacco grading.
Richard Creech was charged




How can you get better prices
for feeder calves this fall? One
way is to get together with other
farmers and sell calves in large,
uniform groups, according to
Everette Mackey, Extension
livestock marketing specialist
at the University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture.
You can do this by selling
your calves at any of the 55
special graded and grouped
feeder calf sales to be held
across Kentucky this fall. The
sales will take place at 20 dif-
-fereistfocationsk- Wftti the first' —
sale to be held August 8 at
Smith's Grove. The final sale of
the fall series will be on
December 12, and will also be at
Smith's Grove.
The special sales will be
conducted by farmer-members
of local feeder calf associations
in cooperation with local auc-
tion markets, and UK
Cooperative Extension Service,
and the Kentucky. Beef Cattle
Association.
When you bring calves to one
of these special sales, they are
sold in groups with calves
brought in by other farmers.
The calves in each group are
similar in size, sex, color and
quality. This system of selling
gives buyers an opportunity to
buy large, uniform groups of
calves.
"Marketing studies have
shown that large groups of
calves are more attractive to
buyers," says Mackey. "A calf
sold as part of a large group will
bring more per hundredweight
than a similar calf sold by it-
self."
-The average farmer in
Kentucky has only ten calves to
sell at one time, and his calves
are not likely to be uniform,"
the UK specialist continues.
He must put his calves
together with those of other
farmers if he is to get a price
advantage from group selling."
Some 60,000 head of calves
are expected to be sold in the





The 55 special sales will be








Winchester. A list of sale dates
for each location and detailed
information on the number,
grade, breed, and six of calves
expected at each sale is




Burney, author of "Evelina"
or "A Young Girl's Entrance
into the Modern World," fore-
runner of the novel of man-
ners, was born at King's
















vouchers and receiving unauth-
orized payments. R.W. Franks,
an employe of a Ftichwood, Ky.,
tobacco warehouse, "New Bur-
ley," was charged with making
the unauthorized payments.
employer to want our men even
before the plant and the related
vocational program were
started," said David Adams,
director of prison industries for
the state Bureau of Corrections.
Adams attributes the demand
to the growing reputation of the
products and people turned out
by the bureau's vocational and
industrial programs, as well as
the need for qualified tire
recappers.
"People too often weigh our
value in terms of dollars instead
of what we can do to prepare
men for good jobs on the out-
side," Adams said.
"Rehabilitation and skill-
training is the key to the whole
idea of industrializing prisons."
The latest prison industry —
and vocational program — got
underway for the first time July
25 with the first set of new
recapped tires rolling off the
assembly line at 11 a. m., ac-
cording to Adams. He said 15
inmates will staff the plant but
added it was to early to
estimate how many ttres they
will be able to produce.
Adams said the new plant at
first will handle only recapping
chores for the state Department
of Transportation. But, he said,
expansion eventually will allow
for a still greater volume of
tires.
He said the new industry will
be able to recap tires for state
agencies at less than one-half
the cost of buying new tires.
In addition to its training and
cost advantages, the new plant
also may emerage as a boon for
operators of Kentucky's
sanitary landfills, who have
strongly complained about
being laden with too many used
tires.
A sport survey of landfill
operators indicates that tire-
recapping plants — and one of
Kentucky's few is now at the
reformatory — would
significantly reduce the number
of used tires now being dumped
on their premises.
The operators' main
argument against used tires is
that they are nonbiodegradable,
or made of substance which
resits decomposition and thus
requires more space than other
waste products.
One private business con-
sultant, after recently touring
the state on other matters,
informally told some
corrections' staff members of a
few landfill operators' reactions
to the news of the reformatory
plant.. -.
The idea behind the plant was
first brought to the attention of
Corrections Commissioner
Charles Holmes early in 1974.
After the project won Holmes'
approval for its "terrific
rehabilitative value," the
search for recapping gear —
and a place to put it — began.
In the meantime, more than
$100,000 worth of recapping
requipment was purchased and
installed inise a building which
previously had housed the
reformatory's clothes-making
factory. Clothes-making
operations now are located
entirely at the state peniten-
tiary at Exidyville.
Cost of remodeling the old
plant was about $50,000 a price
described by one corrections
official as a "drop in the
bucket" compared to what it
would have cost to build a new
facility.
Besides the new recapping
industry, other prison in-
dustries include keypunch
operations and the manufacture
of license plates, soap, traffic
signs, janitorial products and
furniture at plants at Eddyville,
LaGrange and the state
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KRIOGro. IANDEs LEAN THRIFTY BEEF
_LB $158
FAMILY PAK
Cube Steak Ls $199
Cubed Round  
FAMILY PAK
Catfish Steaks Le 89c
FAMILY PAN
Turbot Fillets   LB 89c
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Fox Deluxe Pizza 89c
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Red Cross Offers Assistance To Personnel In Armed Forces 
The Tasaday People
One of the most vital services
rendered by the Kentucky
Division of the American Red
Cross is that of helping men and
women in the Armed Forces
with personal and family
emergencies, and giving
guidance and assistance to




From the child of the newest
recruit to the widow of a Civil
War veteran, the Red Cross
offers personalized assistance
in time of crisis to servicemen
and veterans and to their
families and survivors. Almost
half the population can be so
classified. Through war and
peace, American Red Cross
services have contributed to the
well-being of military families
and to the morale of a quality
defense force.
Although choice of military
service is now voluntary,
problems similar* to those
created by compulsory service
continue, along with separation
from familiar sources of help
from family, friends, and neigh-
bors. Birth, illness, and death
still occur, necessitating im-
mediate notification and
possible financial assistance in
emergency. Helping men and
women in the Armed Forces
with personal and family
emergencies has been a basic
responsibility of the American
Red Cross since its founding.
Under the broad term
"counseling," local volunteer
and career staff versed in
military regulations and
familiar with a range of com-
munity resources help family
members left behind to cope
with managing life alone. When
rapid communication is called
for, the local chapter can plug
into a network that is tied into
the worldwide Red Cross and
military communications
service, thus reaching military
units around the globe and even
ships at sea. It is important, as
well, to note that assistance in
determining community
resources where needs might be
met is also available to others
not associated with the
military.
At the military end of the
Many Patterns To Select
system in posts such as Fort
Knox and Fort Campbell, the
Red Cross has placed full-time
trained staff to work directly
with service personnel. These
staff members serve able-
bodied members of the Armed
Forces, as well as patients in
military hospitals, where
recreational and counseling aid
is offered in addition to sup-
portive service to the families of
the seriously ill.
Red Cross services reflect the
current approaches of the
military environment, which
are slanted toward young
volunteer recruits. At military
hospitals Red Cross staff, like
the military, follow a total
family treatment approach.
The Red Cross also provides
by Laurence M. Hursh, M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council
"Childhood is a period which is
quite deceptive in that nutritional
problems may be less visible than
in infancy or adolescence," ac-
---- -eding-SeAdyrele-Wlnielts-P4D.,
Director of the Institute of Human
Nutrition at Columbia University
College of Physicians and
Surgeons.
"However, serious nutritional
disorders are present during this
period." Dr Winick added at a
recent food writers' conference.
HE 'EXPLAINED that post in-
fancy and preadolescent years
have often been viewed as a sort of
"silent period"--a tints; when none
of the dramatic changes occur
that are common when a baby is
being formed in its mother's
womb or during the first month of
an infant's life.
the adverse effects imposed, say.
by poor nutrition during its
mother's pregnancy or during the
very first weeks after birth.
- "PRENATAL .MALNUTRI-
TION or malnutrition shortly af-
ter birth will result in changes
in brain structure and function."
says Dr Winick. Good nutrition
during childhood for such children
is important for creating an en-
riched climate in which the child
can at least correct some of the
damage Learning properly, for
example, is something a hun-
gry child has trouble with in
school and elsewhere
This problem can be and is
helped by the—many preschool
child feeding programs that now
exist. But all school children, ac-
cording to Dr. Winick. ought to be"Consequently." said Dr. regularly screened for anWinick. "we may have a tendency assessment of their nutritioonal my distal  _this period asielative-vt.het-- -- - - • •  -------• ....po • - — -, -.. in our-re-Rh- and - - . ;. -
autritional priorities. This is un- AT THE OTHER end of thefortunate, for these years of pole, Dr. Winick points to thesteady growth (during preschool problem of overfed, obeseand early school, years) are children. Thus it is that incrucial to proper development" - America we have the twinDr. Winick's concern is valid problems of undernutrition and..:_becaose dosing preschool.. and----eseess. Childhood. therefore, is a•--, - early School years a proper en- time when much is happeningvironment —including sound nutritionalty In terms ofnutrition—will not only ensure nutrition, it may be one of theproper development of the child, most important times during thebut it may even reverse some of life cycle.
Somerset Firemen
SOMERSET, Ky. (AP) —
csty firemen voted not to go on
t?rlax. Dinner's ready.voteNotTostrike
strike Monday night, deciding
instead to try once more to
settle their contract dispute
with the city council and may-
or.
•"It would not be the city that
would have to pay, but the
people," said Gilbert Burdine,
president of the International
Firefighters Association, Local
2329, -And the people already
have enough to pay for."
The firemen went on strike
for more than two days last
March, going back to work
when the city council agreed to
negotiate on a contract. A ten-
tative contract was then ac-
cepted by the council, but was
vetoed by Somerset Mayor
Dean l Whitaker, who said he
disagreed with the idea of a
contract with any city employe.
Burdine said the firemen did
not want to go on strike be-
cause of the possibility of a
serious fire while they were
out.
"It would not be the city that
would have to pay, but the
people," he said, "and the
people already have enough to
pay for."
Burdine said the firefighters
would work up a new contract
proposal to submit to the coun-
cil, possibly taking until early
next year. But Burdine said a
strike or a lawsuit against the
city are definite possibilities if
the new proposal is rejected.
Don't miss a precious minute of your family's summer
by spending it in the kitchen. *.
Complete family meals, with appetizers and vegetables, --
are ready every evening at Jerry's Restaurant.
Where you can sit down together
as a family in a pleasant atmosphere and be
served by a friendly waitress.
And you can go to Jerry's just as casual as you like.
411 ela
RESTAURANTS
When it's summer and
, you've gqt a family
depending on you...
You'll be glad yolivegotlerry's
volunteer opportunities to
family members in chapters
and on military bases. While
contributing valuable
assistance to those served,
these volunteers also are given
a much needed sense of com-
munity. In addition, Red Cross
volunteers provide friendly
services and recreation for
patients in veterans hospitals.
Throughout Kentucky, Red
Cross volunteers working had in
hand with the organization's
paid staff make the lives of
veterans and today's men and
women in the Armed Forces a
little more bearable during
times of crises.
STARS AND STRIPES
On June 14, 1777, the Conti-
nental Congress resolved that
the Stars and Stripes would
be the official flag of the
United States.
Property Assessments
Okayed In 19 Counties
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
The state Revenue Department
-4 has approved property assess-
ments in 19 more counties, but
is still arguing over that sub-
mitted by Clark County proper-
ty valuation administrator Wil-
liam Haley.
The departinent claims
Clark's 1975 assessment does
not meet state requirements
that it equal "fair cash value"
of the property. But Haley dis-
agrees, and has refused to re-
assess property in the county.
"It's not a bad assessment,
but it's hardly up to the stand-
ard," said revenue commission-
er Maurice Carpenter Monday.
He wouldn't say hoW much it
ras.dff th gandiuld, but,Haley_
said the state claims his-assess-
ments average about 84 per
cent of current sales value. Ha-






By John Nance. Harcourt,
Brace. 451 Pages. $15.
In 1971, a group of Stone'Age
people were discovered living
in caves in a Philippine rain
forest. They were called, au-
thorities said, Tasaday, and
they were an immediate sensa-
tion in the news. They were
gentle people with no words for
hate, anger or war; no weapons
or tools other than bare essen-
tials for gathering food, and ab-
solutely no knowledge of the
modern world.
John Nance, former bureau
chief in Manila for The Associ-
ated Press, took a leave of ab-
sence and became involved in
documenting the story of the
Tasaday.
In this book, which includes
64 pages of photographs by
Nance, the Tasaday story is
told.
Here is their discovery by
chance and the efforts by the
government of the Philippines
to protect them. With Nance,
we see the Tasaday day by day
as they are exposed to the
world, as anthropologists come
to study thefh and as.television
crews intrude to photograph
them.
The Tasaday emerge from
these pages not as 28 unusual
people, but as individuals, as
Lobo and Adug, Balayam and
Dul. They are not specimens
under a microscope, although
they sometimes feel as though
they may be, but people one
would wish to know
Charles A. Lindbergh, who
visited several times in the
cave area, has written a chal-
lenging foreword to this ex-
citing, affecting book.
PRICES GOOD THRU AUGUST 11, WHILE QUANTrTIES LAST,






























(ALSO FITS MR. COFFEE II.)
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WEEK - SO, GRAB
UP THE SAVINGS
We're Honest With You!
Prices Good Thru Tuesday Aug. 12, 1975
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Ground Beef more Lb 
IT'S THE TOTAL ON 
FAMILY
CUT-UP PAK Lb.




Peanut Butter 28 oz
SWEETHEART


















S. 12th St. Chestnut St.
8 a. m.-10 p. m. 6 a. m. - 12 p. m.
Closed Sunday
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